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ABSTRACT 
 
This project aimed to advance the knowledge of the Hult Center’s current 
audiences and the local market, based on the analysis of the previous ticket sales 
trends.  Understanding of the audiences is a crucial basis for arts organizations to 
strategically plan their activities.  The literature reviewed for this project includes 
issues in audience research and audience development.  Taking an audience 
research initiative at the local level, this project analyzed ticket sales records of the 
Hult Center for the Performing Arts from 1994 to August 2002.  The analysis 
presents statistics of (1) the local audiences’ attendance behavior by type of 
performances, show date and time, and ticket price, and (2) overall presentation 
patterns of different types of promoters.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this project was to advance the knowledge of the Hult Center’s 
current audiences and the local market, based on the analysis of the previous ticket 
sales trends.  This project analyzed ticket sales records of the Hult Center for the 
Performing Arts in the past 8 years from 1994 to August 2002.  The intent of this 
analysis was to (1) understand the current audiences’ behavior toward the 
performances presented at the Hult Center and to (2) examine overall presentation 
patterns of different types of promoters and their capacities in various disciplines.  
The analysis resulted in findings that addressed the local audiences’ preferences by 
type of performances, show date and time, and ticket price. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
The size and shape of the market for the performing arts has changed over 
time reflecting shifts in demand that are stimulated by social, demographic, and 
economic trends in society (McCarthy, Brooks, Lowell, & Zakaras, 2001).  Arts 
organizations should constantly learn about their current audiences in order to be 
responsive to the ever-changing market.  Audiences’ attendance patterns for the 
live performing arts have changed rapidly in recent years (McCarthy et al., 2001), 
and audience research has become more important to performing arts presenters 
who want to develop their audiences and attract potential markets.  
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The Hult Center for the Performing Arts is the major performing arts venue in 
Eugene, Oregon.  Since 1982, The Hult Center has presented various local and non-
local performing arts productions, along with nine resident companies, commercial 
promoters, and community organizations.  The Hult Center conducts surveys for 
each of the events it presents and several selected events presented by other 
promoters.  The survey is designed to measure the audiences’ satisfaction level and 
collect basic information about the audience composition such as income level, 
ethnicity, gender, and age.  However, the survey is limited to a small portion of the 
events presented at the Hult Center.  From the survey data, it is difficult to measure 
how the audiences’ attendance patterns and their preference vary between different 
types of performances.  Also, there has not been any analysis that comprises all 
types of promoters – resident companies, commercial promoters, community 
organizations, and the Hult Center – and assess their different appeals to the local 
audiences.  To better understand the current local audiences and the market trends, 
there needs to be an inclusive analysis that addresses the audiences’ behavior 
toward all performances presented at the Hult Center in the recent years.   
 
Background of the Project 
“Audiences are…the customers for the arts form and the raison d’etre of the 
arts organizations” (Hill, E., O’Sullivan, C., & O’Sullivan, T., 2000, p. 50).  It is 
essential for any type of arts organization to understand their audiences.  Audience 
research is given credit for stimulating institutional thinking about audience 
composition, marketing and audience development (Dimaggio, 1978).  Audience 
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research provides arts organizations with a profound understanding of the 
audiences’ perceptions, needs, and wants (Kotler & Scheff, 1997).  Audience 
research enables arts organizations to strategically plan their activities and 
effectively respond to the market. 
The two major audience studies most frequently referred to by arts managers 
are the Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPPA) of the National Endowment 
for the Arts (NEA) and Louis Harris’ surveys conducted for Americans for the Arts. 
These surveys provide statistics of the audiences’ socio-demographic 
characteristics and attendance rates at the nationwide level.  Although performing 
arts organizations may benefit from these generic audience studies, they need to 
conduct their own audience research to understand particular local audiences they 
serve.  Different demographic populations have different purchasing patterns and 
expectations (Riley, 1999), and dynamic forces shape different demand and 
attendance patterns in each community (AMS Planning & Research Corp., 1996).  As 
audiences are becoming more diverse and distinctive, region-specific and 
discipline-specific audience studies are found more applicable and useful.  
Concurrently, the importance of audience research at the local level has been 
greatly emphasized in audience development (Connolly & Cady, 2001).  Recent 
audience development initiatives focus on engaging people in the local 
communities and creating sustainable relationships.  In this context, 
comprehensive audience research at the local level has evolved into an essential 
audience development planning strategy for every arts organization. 
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Limitations and Delimitations 
y This analysis examined a few variables within many factors that influence 
audience behavior. The selected variables included preferences by type of 
performances, show date and time, and ticket price.  
y Data used were the Hult Center’s ticket sales records from 1994 to August 
2002 that had been electronically collected by the ticket office.  
y Although the researcher attempted to avoid biases (see chapter 3. Methodology 
for detail), unique circumstances in which each event occurred and its innate 
characteristics might still have influenced the data and aggregately skewed the 
results.  
 
Definitions of Terms 
y Promoters: Individuals or organizations that present performing arts 
productions. Each event promoter is responsible for booking, marketing, 
funding, and all other management aspects of its presentation.  In this 
document, the promoters who use the Hult Center for their presentation venue 
are categorized into the following four types: 
a.  Resident companies: Promoters that are non-profit organizations, located in 
Eugene, Oregon, that present their productions primarily at the Hult Center 
on a regular season basis.  Currently there are nine resident companies: 
Eugene Opera, Eugene Ballet Company (EBC), Eugene Concert Choir (ECC), 
Eugene Symphony Orchestra (ESO), Oregon Bach Festival (OBF), Oregon 
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Festival of American Music (OFAM), Oregon Mozart Player (OMP); Dance 
Theatre of Oregon (DTO); and Willamette Repertory Theatre (WRT). 
b. Commercial promoters: For-profit organizations that feature live performing 
arts productions. 
c. Community organizations: Individuals, groups of individuals, non-profit 
institutions, or voluntary organizations, located in Eugene, Oregon, that 
present performing arts productions occasionally or irregularly without a 
season plan.  
d. Hult Presents: The Hult Center’s own presentations programmed by its staff.  
 
Significance of the Project 
This project provided a statistical analysis of the audiences’ behavior and their 
preferences toward the performances presented at the Hult Center.  This project 
advanced the knowledge of the Hult Center’s current audiences and the local 
market, which will aid the Hult Center’s decision-making process regarding 
programming, booking, ticket pricing, and audience development planning.  
This project was the first formal analysis that comprised all types of promoters 
who use the Hult Center for their presentation venue.  This analysis enabled the 
Hult Center to estimate presentation patterns of the promoters in different sectors 
–non-profit, commercial, and volunteer– and their capacities in the local market.  
The resident companies and other promoters may also benefit from the findings of 
this project in appealing to the Hult Center’s local audiences.  
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The initiative and the methods of this project also set an example and 
guidelines for other performing arts organizations.  Performing arts facilities 
similar to the Hult Center and promoters who have presented their productions at a 
particular venue over years may use this study as a basis to conduct an audience 
analysis using their own ticket sales records.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
The purpose of this project was to understand the Hult Center’s current 
audiences and the local market based on the analysis of the previous ticket sales 
trends.  This project examined the audiences’ behavior, preferences, and their 
attendance patterns by several consumer decision-making variables.  The purpose 
of this literature review was to (1) determine the configuration of this study within 
the broader scope of audience research, i.e., to reflect the foundation of relevant 
studies that enabled this project, and to (2) frame reliable statistical analysis 
methods for using secondary data.  
Databases used for the literature review include the University of Oregon’s 
Janus catalogue; ORBIS Union catalogue; and OCLC FirstSearch databases, primarily 
WorldCat; ArticleFirst; and ArtsAbstract.  In addition, following specialized research 
publication indexes and catalogues were used: Association of Performing Arts 
Presenters’ Inside Arts Index; The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation’s 
BOOKSHELF; Arts4AllPeople Research & Resources Directory; RAND publications 
catalogue; and the Americans for the Arts publications catalogue.  Internet engines 
such as Yahoo, Google, and Altavista were also used to obtain online resources.   
Keyword and subject search terms to find related literature to this project 
included: arts audience; arts surveys; arts participation; cultural participation; 
audience research; audience development; performing arts; arts programming; arts 
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marketing; ticket pricing; secondary data; secondary analysis; secondary research; 
research methodology; research design; and statistics. 
 
Audience Research 
1. Understanding of the Audience 
Arts organizations must learn about their audiences (Dimaggio, 1978). 
Audiences are the customers of the arts products (Hill, E., O’Sullivan, C., & 
O’Sullivan, T., 2000), and they represent the community that an arts organization 
serves (Keens & Rhodes, 1989).  To be responsive to the market and to serve the 
wider range of public, an arts organization’s decisions on its activities should be 
made upon the understanding of the audience (Dimaggio, 1978). 
From the customer-centered management perspective, audiences are defined 
as the consumers of the cultural industry (Colbert, 2001; Hill, E., O’Sullivan, C., & 
O’Sullivan, T., 2000; Kotler & Scheff, 1997).  Consumers express needs, which a 
cultural enterprise seeks to meet by its products (Colbert, 2001).  In other words, 
audiences determine the market and create the demand of the arts products. 
“Because the consumer is central, the management must have profound 
understanding of consumer perceptions, needs, and wants” (Kotler & Scheff, 1997, 
p. 40).  Thus, a proactive customer-centered arts organization relies heavily on 
audience research (Kotler & Scheff, 1997). 
In audience development, audience research is perceived as a pivotal step in 
the planning process.  Audience development is a complex endeavor to build and 
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sustain the audience (Connolly & Cady, 2001). Through planning and 
comprehensive implementations that include programming, marketing, and 
institutional strategies, audience development aims at: 
y to diversify participation – i.e., attract new markets; 
y to broaden participation – i.e., attract new members from existing markets; 
y and to deepen participation – i.e., increase the level of involvement of 
participation (McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001; Connolly & Cady, 2001).  
To succeed in these goals, it is essential to assess the current audiences.  As 
Connolly & Cady (2001) point out, “A prerequisite for an art organization beginning 
audience development work is a solid understanding of its audiences” (p. 18). 
 
2. Audience Behavior 
At the core of audience research is an understanding of the consumer behavior 
(Kotler & Scheff, 1997).  A consumer’s arts attendance decisions are influenced by 
many internal and external factors.  Kotler & Scheff (1997) summarized the factors 
influencing audience behavior in five categories:  
y Microenvironmental Trends: social, political, economic, and technological forces 
y Cultural Factors: nationality, subcultures, social class 
y Social Factors: reference groups, opinion leaders, innovativeness 
y Psychological Factors: personality, beliefs and attitudes, motivation 
y Personal Factors: occupation, economic circumstances, lifestyle, family, life-
cycle stage 
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Recent literature on audience behavior focuses on how these factors 
correlatively affect an individual’s cognitive processes of decision-making.  
According to Colbert (2001), decision-making processes are influenced by three 
major types of variables: those related directly to consumers themselves, those 
related to the purchasing context or situation, and those concerning the products 
being considered.  As Figure 1 illustrates, these variables are connected as a triad, 
which determine an individual’s motivation in purchasing a ticket.  
 
 
[Figure 1. Main Elements Used to Analyze Consumer Behaviors] 
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RAND Participation Model (McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001, Figure 2) describes different 
stages an individual goes through in making attendance decisions, which are 
influenced by various environmental, social, and personal factors.   
 
[Figure 2. RAND Participation Model] 
Colbert’s decision-making process theory and RAND Participation Model 
capture the complex dynamics of the decision-making process and identify how 
the factors that affect the audience behavior operate.  The authors for both books 
suggest that arts managers should develop targeting strategies to better 
communicate with the potential audiences at these different decision-making 
stages.  
 
3. Issues in Audience Research 
Applying the market segmentation concept to audience research, audiences are 
divided into sub-groups of potential customers with similar characteristics, 
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preferences, motivations, and attitudes who are likely to exhibit similar attendance 
behavior (Audience Insight LLC, 2002; Colbert, 2001; Hill et al., 2000; Kotler & 
Scheff, 1997).  However, most prior audience research has described the audiences 
primarily in socio-demographic terms.  Paul Dimaggio, in his 1978 audience 
research (Audience studies of the performing arts and museums: A critical review. 
Research Division report #9. Washington, DC: National Endowment for the Arts), 
segmented the audience into six characteristics – gender, age, education, 
occupation, income, and race.  Since then, “audience research had concentrated on 
demographic characteristics and economic impact. Such information can be helpful, 
but it is not sufficient for defining discrete market segments, understanding how 
they function, or predicting consumer behavior” (Schreiber, 1985, p. 41).  McCarthy 
& Jinnett (2001) also argued “socio-demographic variables do not appear to be 
closely correlated to with differences in frequency of participation” (p. 20). 
The two major audience studies are the Survey of Public Participation in the 
Arts (SPPA) of the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) (1987; 1993; 1998) and 
Louis Harris’ surveys conducted for Americans for the Arts (1987; 1992; 1996).  
Both surveys have been conducted at regular intervals and provide statistics on 
audiences’ socio-demographic characteristics and attendance rates at the 
nationwide level.  These data have been also used to describe how attendance 
patterns changed over time. However, The SPPA data are used more frequently 
because they contain a broader range of information (McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001).  
The NEA and Americans for the Arts also publish secondary analyses from these 
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statistics focusing on specific areas such as the economic impact, differences in 
regions and disciplines, baby-boomers, and particular ethnic groups.  Yet, in an 
attempt to understand the audience behavior, problems of these major audience 
research data are noted by recent RAND publications (McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001; 
McCarthy, Brooks, Lowell, & Zakaras, 2001) as follows: 
y The data shows that the education factor highly affects the attendance rates, 
but what drives the education effect is unclear.  
y The findings for other socio-demographic factors are altogether ambiguous 
once education is controlled for.  
y The distribution of participation is highly skewed: a relatively small percentage 
of the population accounts for the vast majority of the total arts attendance.    
y It is impossible to estimate how participation rates vary among the commercial, 
nonprofit, and volunteer sectors. 
y The most recent (1997) SPPA data is less reliable than the earlier data due to 
changes in survey procedures and much higher refusal rate. 
 
4. Issues in Audience Development 
“Arts policy appears to be shifting its focus from influencing the supply quality 
of the arts to increasing the public access to and experiences with the arts” 
(McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001, p. xi).  In light of this, audience development initiatives 
at the local level have been highly encouraged and supported in the recent years. 
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Audience Development is reaching and engaging people in local 
communities by increasing the number of types of people who 
participate in arts activities, or deepening and existing audience’s level 
of participation. It includes serving both new audiences and the present 
audiences more deeply. Through the audience-building process, arts 
organizations forge bonds between individuals and institutions to help 
create communities that are engaged with the arts. To ensure that these 
communities grow and remain dynamic, the organizations in these 
communities must deliberately seek to address the needs, issues, and 
concerns relevant to the people of the community (Connolly & Cady, 
2001, p. 8). 
 
From the late 1990’s, Wallace-Reader’s Digest Funds has sponsored many local 
arts institutions’ audience development initiatives through Community Partnerships 
for Cultural Participation Program (CPCP) and Leadership and Excellence in 
Audience Development (LEAD).  Wallace-Reader’s Digest Funds also commissioned 
RAND and the Association of the Performing Arts Presenters for their audience 
development research and publications.  These writings focus on providing 
resources, frameworks, methods, guidelines, and practical case studies that enable 
local arts institutions to conduct their own audience research and audience 
development activities. 
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Terminology has also changed. The term audience development is now more 
commonly used than audience building to avoid the implication that the endeavor 
was only concerned with increasing the size of the audience.  Acknowledging the 
activeness of the audience and the community engagement, cultural participation 
has been used more frequently than attendance (Connolly & Cady, 2001). 
 
Determining Analysis Methods 
This project presented a statistical analysis utilizing the secondary data 
provided by the Hult Center’s ticket office.  The relevant literature review on 
research methodology for this project was focused on the framework of using 
secondary data and techniques of statistics that are applicable to the analysis.   
 
1. Secondary Data Analysis 
Analysis using secondary data is an applied research methodology for social 
science and industrial business marketing.  Secondary analysis refers to an analytic 
research using existing data that are collected by others (Stewart & Kamins, 1993).  
Secondary analysis presents interpretation of the extant data (Hakim, 1982).   
 
Secondary analyses will thus include studies presenting more condensed 
reports (such as social area analysis based on selected social indicators); 
more detailed reports (offering additional detail on the same topic); 
reports which focus on a particular sub-topic… ; reports angled toward 
particular policy issue or question; analyses based on a conceptual 
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frameworks or theory not applied to the original analysis; and reanalyses 
which take advantage of more sophisticated analytic techniques to test 
hypotheses and answer questions in a more comprehensive and succinct 
manner… (Hakim, 1982, p. 1) . 
 
Secondary analysis saves time and costs in data collection (Bowering, 1984).  
Patzer (1995) also notes that “[the] advantage of using secondary data translate 
into substantial benefits of efficiency and effectiveness” (p. 18).  It is especially true 
in business marketing research, which aims at quick application to the market 
demand.  The value of using secondary data in marketing research is increasing for 
its responsiveness and efficiency (Patzer, 1995). 
However, “secondary analysis has its own problems to contend with” (Bowering, 
1984, p. 2).  The disadvantage of using secondary data is a lack of control, which 
leads to low relevance and accuracy (Patzer, 1995).  To present a reliable and valid 
secondary data analysis, the researcher should examine the data source according 
to its recency and credibility.  “It is important to evaluate carefully the information 
presented, to weigh potential biases, and to adopt an attitude of healthy 
skepticism” (Stewart & Kamins, 1993, p. 31). 
 
2. Statistical Methods and Techniques for Analyzing Quantitative Data 
Quantitative research relies on numbers in data collection, measurement, and 
interpretation. “Statistics are methods of organizing and analyzing quantitative 
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data” (McMillan & Schumacher, 2001, p. 206).  Statistics are tools that help the 
researcher organize and interpret numbers derived from measuring variables. 
 
Quantitative researchers identify one or a few variables that they intend 
to study and then collect data specifically related to those variables.  
Specific methods of measuring each variable are identified and 
developed, with attention to the validity and reliability of the 
measurement instruments (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001, p. 102). 
 
The two broad categories of statistical techniques are descriptive and 
inferential. Descriptive statistics are used to describe how different variables within 
the data are correlated with one another.  “The use of descriptive stastics is the 
most fundamental way to summarize data, and it is indispensible in interpreting 
the result of quantitative research” (McMillan & Schumacher, 2001, p. 207). 
Whereas descriptive statistics summarize general characteristics of the data, 
“inferential statistics help the researcher make decisions about the data” (Leedy & 
Ormrod, 2001, p. 33).  Inferential statistics allow researchers to draw conclusions 
about large population by collecting data on a relatively small sample (Leedy & 
Ormrod, 2001).  The main function of inferential statistics is to estimate or predict 
population parameters.  Inferential statistics are also the principles and techniques 
that allow researchers to generalize their findings beyond the actual data (Schuyler, 
2000).  However, errors in sampling, measurement, and hypothesis must be 
estimated and acknowledged.    
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The following concepts and principles in quantitative research and statistics 
were applied to the methodology for this project.  
 
Credibility: “Credibility refers to the extent to which the results 
approximate reality and are judged to be trustworthy and reasonable. 
Credibility is enhanced when the research design takes into account 
potential sources of error that may undermine the quality of the research 
and may distort the findings” (McMillan & Schumacher, 2001, p. 166). 
 
Bias: “bias is any influence, condition, or set of condition that singly or 
together distorts the data” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001, p. 221). 
 
Reliability: “Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement” 
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2001, p. 244).  Reliability determines “the 
extent to which measurement are free from error” (McMillan & 
Schumacher, 2001, p. 244). 
 
Validity: Validity refers to the accuracy of measurement (Schuyler, 2000).  
“The validity of a measurement instrument is the extent to which the 
instrument measures what is supposed to measure” (Leedy & Ormrod, 
2001, p. 98).  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this project was to understand the audiences’ behavior and 
attendance patterns toward the performances presented at the Hult Center.  The 
data source was the Hult Center’s ticket sales records from 1994 to August 2002, 
electronically collected by the ticket office.  This project employed statistics to 
organize the quantitative data and to analyze (1) the audiences’ preferences by type 
of performances, show date and time, and ticket price, and (2) overall presentation 
patterns of different types of promoters in various disciplines.  This chapter will 
explain the process of and methods used for the statistical analysis.  
 
Data Collection 
This project used secondary data, the Hult Center’s ticket sales records.  The 
Hult Center’s ticket office manager converted their ticket sales records from 1994 
to August 2002 to a MS Excel spreadsheet upon the researcher’s request.  The 
credibility of the secondary data was tested for the accuracy using the Hult Center’s 
information system. 
In order to adjust the raw data for the purpose of this project, the researcher 
designed classifications of genres, sub-genres, and types of the promoters.  For 
proper classification, the researcher consulted with the ticket office manager on the 
applicability of the categories and the assortment of each data.   
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One thousand ninety eight (1098) events out of 1274 were verified and 
qualified as objects of the analysis.  Events that were not open to general public or 
drew only a certain group of public, for example, invitation gala events, 
conferences, and particular high school concerts, were excluded from the dataset 
through the filtering process.  Free performances and two movie events were also 
removed from the analysis. 
 
Organizing the Data 
Data were clustered by variables associated with the audiences’ attendance 
patterns and preferences: genre, sub-genre, type of promoters, show date and time, 
and type of auditorium.  
y 1098 events were categorized into eight genres: classical music, contemporary 
music, dance, theatre, musical, opera, entertainment, and lecture.  Within each 
genre, each data was sorted by sub-genres (Figure 3).  
Genre sub-genre sub-sub-genre 
Classic 
Pops Symphony 
Family 
Chamber 
Choral 
Classical music 
Solo 
 
New age 
Barbershop 
Clues 
Choir 
Christian 
Contemporary music 
Country 
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Folk 
Gospel 
Jazz 
MOR 
Oldies 
Pop 
Rock 
 
World 
 
Classic 
Family 
Foreign 
Ballet 
Modern 
Modern 
Solo 
Tap 
Dance 
World 
 
Education 
Comedy 
Family 
Play 
Theater 
Solo 
 
New York production 
Broadway 
Remake production Musical 
Other  
Opera  
Cirque du Soleil 
Ice show 
Magic 
Storytelling 
Pageant 
Entertainment 
Other 
 
Lecture  
[Figure 3.  Sub-genre variables] 
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y Each event promoter was classified into one of the four types of promoters: 
Resident company, commercial promoter, community organization, or the Hult 
Presents.  
y Show date and time information already existed in the raw data.  
y Silva Hall and Soreng Theater were always discussed separately as they are non- 
comparable parameters in capacity.  The maximum capacity of Silva Hall is 
2500 whereas that of Soreng Theater is 500. 
 
Statistical Analysis  
The average number of tickets sold and the average ticket price sold were 
sought from the data clustered by the variables.  The formulas used to obtain the 
results are as follows: 
y Average number of tickets sold = ∑ (Number of tickets sold for each event) / Number 
of events  
y Average ticket price sold = ∑ (Gross revenue of each event / Number of tickets sold for 
each event) / Number of events 
While the primary method for analyzing the data was descriptive statistics, I 
also partially adopted inferential statistics.  Descriptive statistics were used by and 
large to measure the data clustered by the variables.  Inferential statistics were 
used to separate and discard particular data that contained a bias, i. e., that skewed 
the average at a large scale, for example, a famous soloist concert.  Separation and 
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exclusion of such data was intended to enhance the credibility of the analysis and 
findings.  Information about the excluded data was noted at every incident.  
Results were sought in order of genre, sub-genre, type of promoter, and show 
data and time.  The show date and time variable was applied secondarily to the 
clusters by sub-genre, and the results were sought from selected large data 
clusters.  Results from insufficient samples were considered null and either noted 
or discarded.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULT 
The purpose of this project was to understand the Hult Center’s current 
audiences’ behavior and the local market trend.  This project analyzed ticket sales 
records of the Hult Center for the Performing Arts from 1994 to August 2002.  The 
analysis resulted in findings of (1) the audiences’ attendance patterns by type of 
performances, show date and time, and ticket price, and (2) overall presentation 
and ticket sales patterns of four different types of promoters.  This chapter will 
present the results of the statistical analysis.  A snapshot overview of ticket sales 
patterns for a total of 1098 events will be followed by details for each genre: 
classical music, dance, contemporary music, theatre, musical, opera, entertainment, 
and lecture.  Each section begins with the number of events by sub-genre and 
promoter, followed by the average number of tickets sold and the average ticket 
price sold by the sub-genre, promoter, and show date and time. 
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OVERVIEW 
 
1.1. Number of events by genre 
Genre Silva Soreng Total 
classical music 180 66 246 
dance 133 71 204 
contemporary music 153 85 238 
theatre 30 136 166 
musical 111 13 124 
opera 57 4 61 
entertainment 13 14 27 
lecture 11 21 32 
Total 688 410 1098 
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1.2. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by genre 
1.2.1. Silva 
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1.2.2. Soreng 
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2.1. Number of events by promoter 
promoter Silva Soreng Total % 
community  17 108 125 11% 
Hult  58 17 75 7% 
commercial 263 40 303 28% 
resident  350 245 595 54% 
Total 688 410 1098 100% 
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y Resident companies promoted 54% of total events. However, they promoted 
97% of classical music events, 100% of opera events, 50% of theatre 
performances, and 31% of contemporary music concerts.  
y Commercial promoters promoted 28% of total events at the Hult Center, but 
most of their presentations were concentrated on musicals and contemporary 
music (pop and rock) concerts. They also promoted most tap and world 
dances, comedy theatres, blues and country music concerts, and magic 
entertainment events.  y Community organizations promoted most of their events in Soreng, and major 
genres they promoted were modern dance, contemporary music, and family 
theatre. 
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2.2. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by promoter 
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2.2.2. Soreng 
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3. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by day & time 
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3.2. Soreng 
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4. Average number of tickets sold by month 
4.1. Silva 
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CLASSICAL MUSIC 
 
1. Number of events by promoter 
Promoter Silva Soreng Total 
Hult 8 1 9 
community 2 4 6 
commercial 1 0 1 
ECC 8 19 27 
ESO 76 0 76 
OBF 76 5 81 
OFAM 9 6 15 
OMP 0 31 31 
Total 180 66 246 
 
94% of classical music events were promoted by resident companies. Eugene Concert 
Choir promoted most of choir events, Eugene Symphony Orchestra promoted most 
symphony events, and Oregon Mozart Players promoted most chamber music events. 
However, Oregon Bach Festival and Oregon Festival of American Music promoted a 
mix of sub-genres. 
4 out of 6 events promoted by community organizations were choral, and 6 out of 9 
the Hult Center’s presentations were famous soloists. Only one commercial promoter 
presented a Christmas pops-choral event. 
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2. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold in Silva 
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* ESO ticket sales were the most steady while other promoters’ ticket sales varied 
between the events. 
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2.1. ESO pattern by sub-genre and day 
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Sunday family matinees sold two times more than Saturday family matinees. 
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3. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold in Soreng 
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DANCE 
 
1. Number of events by genre & promoter 
sub-genre Silva Soreng Total 
Ballet 85   85 
Modern 10 66 76 
Solo   2 2 
Tap 9 2 11 
World 29 1 30 
Total 133 71 204 
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All 85 ballet events were held in Silva and 93% of them were promoted by EBC. 
While DTO and community organizations promoted most modern dance events in 
Soreng, the Hult Center promoted 9 modern dance events in Silva. 
Most tap and world dance events were presented in Silva by commercial promoters. 
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2. Ballet in Silva by sub-genre & promoter 
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The Eugene Ballet Company’s classical ballet sold 1.5 times more than modern ballet. 
Yet, the average ticket price sold for both sub-genres was equivalent at $25. The Hult 
Center promoted 3 modern ballets and 2 Bolshoi Ballets during the weekdays. However, 
the Hult Center’s modern ballet and foreign ballet promotions sold as much as the 
resident company’s classical ballet. Ballet audiences seem to trust the resident company 
in classical ballet repertoires but also have the need for “something different” in modern 
ballet and other ballet repertoires.  
The size of the audience for ballet was highest at 2151 (Nutcracker) with an average of 
1378. 
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2.1.  79 Ballet promoted by Eugene Ballet Company by sub-genre & day-time 
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*** Data excluded: 1994-10-27 Thursday 6 pm DRACULA (Number of tickets sold: 204 
/ average ticket price sold $7.00) 
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The Classical ballet audience is not influenced much by show day and time. Thursday 
and Friday evening ticket sales were 90% of weekend ticket sales. Unlike other genres, 
Saturday matinee also sold very well. However, 3 Thursday evening events and most 
Saturday matinee events were the Nutcracker. Since 1997, EBC has not presented 
Thursday evening events. 
Whereas Saturday evening and Sunday matinee ticket sales for classical ballet were 
about the same, Saturday evening ticket sales for modern ballet were 23% more than 
Sunday matinee. Also, the average ticket price sold for Saturday evening modern ballet 
was higher than that for Sunday matinee. The audience for modern ballet prefers 
Saturday evening to Sunday matinee. 
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3. Modern, Tap, and World dance in Silva by promoter 
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* 94% tap and world dance events were promoted by Broadway in Eugene. 
** 8 tap were Stomp and 24 world were Riverdance, and their ticket sales showed little 
difference by day and time.  
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4. Modern, Solo, Tap, and World dance in Soreng by promoter 
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On the average, modern dance sold about half of the full capacity both in Silva and 
Soreng. Modern dance promoted by community organizations sold 15% more than the 
resident company with an average ticket price $3.80 lower.  
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4.1. DTO’s modern dance by day & time in Soreng 
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Saturday evening and Sunday matinee events sold slightly more than Thursday and 
Friday evening events. However, the average ticket price sold for Thursday evening was 
much lower than other days. Since 1997, DTO has not presented Wednesday and 
Thursday events. 
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4.2. Community organizations’ modern dance by day & time in Soreng 
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Modern dance weekday ticket sales for community organizations are remarkably lower 
than weekends. Friday evenings sold the most. The average ticket price sold for 
Saturday evening was $1 less than other days, but sold as well as Friday evening. 
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CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 
 
1.1. Number of events by sub-genre 
sub-genre Silva Soreng Total 
new age 4 2 6 
barbershop 10 - 10 
blues 4 1 5 
choir 2 - 2 
christian 5 3 8 
country 15 - 15 
folk 16 24 40 
gospel 3 3 6 
jazz 21 36 57 
mor 4 - 4 
oldies 3 - 3 
pop 20 7 27 
rock 36 1 37 
world 10 8 18 
Total 153 85 238 
 
Folk, jazz, pop, and rock are the major contemporary music genres presented at the Hult 
Center. The Oregon Festival of American Music, a resident company, promoted 70% of 
the folk and jazz whereas commercial promoters dominantly presented rock, pop, 
country, and blues. 
The Hult Center and commercial promoters presented most of their events in Silva Hall, 
whereas resident companies and community organizations used Soreng Theater for 
about 70% of their events.  
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1.2. Number of events by sub-genre and promoter 
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2. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by sub-genre 
2.1. Silva 
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While new age events promoted in Soreng sold 60% of the seats, those presented in Silva 
sold only 32%. Likewise, gospel sold 42% in Soreng but a remarkably low 20% in Silva.  
Ticket sales for folk and jazz in Silva mostly ranged from 15% to 50%. Folk and jazz 
events in Soreng sold at average 42% but ranged from 15% to 95%. 
Audiences for new age, gospel, folk and jazz in the region seem to be small and it is 
recommended to use Soreng for those genres. 
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2.2. Soreng 
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3. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by promoter 
3.1. Silva 
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3.2. Soreng 
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4. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by promoter in selected sub-genres 
4.1.  10 barbershop in Silva 
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A community organization, Cascade Chorus, promoted 3 barbershop events and a 
commercial promoter, Sweet Adelines International, presented 7. While barbershop 
events sold the least in contemporary music sub-genres, the community organization’s 
promotions sold more than the commercial promoter’s. The average ticket prices sold 
were similar: community organization-$12 and commercial promoter-$11.14. 
 
4.2.1.  16 folk in Silva 
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4.2.2.  24 folk in Soreng 
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* All the resident company’s folk music promotions were by Oregon Festival of American 
Music. OFAM sold only 25% of tickets in Silva, but it sold much better (42%) in Soreng.  
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4.3.1.  21 Jazz in Silva 
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4.3.2.  36 Jazz in Soreng 
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Jazz audiences are smaller than folk audience. While commercial promoters sold the 
most for folk, resident companies (OFAM and OBF) served jazz audiences better. The 
average ticket price sold in Soreng was around $ 14.15 for both community 
organizations and resident companies. 
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4.4.  36 rock in Silva 
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5. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold by day & time in selected 
sub-genre 
5.1.1.  21 Jazz in Silva 
Tickets for jazz events in Silva sold the most on Saturday. Jazz audiences seem to prefer 
Thursday evenings to Friday evenings. Thursday sold 1.3 times more than Friday, and its 
average ticket price sold was also $2 higher.  
A Tuesday 8:00 event WYNTON MARSALIS promoted by the Hult Center (1717) and a 
Saturday 8:30 event RASHIED ALI & PRIMA MATERIA promoted by a commercial promoter 
(182) were excluded from the analysis.  
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5.1.2.  36 Jazz in Soreng 
There were 18 evening and 18 afternoon jazz events in Soreng.  
Like the evening ticket sales pattern in Silva, jazz audiences also preferred Thursday 
evenings to Friday evenings in Soreng. Thursday evening sold 2.3 times more than Friday 
evening, and its average ticket price sold was $4 higher. Yet unexpectedly, Saturday 
evening jazz performances in Soreng sold the least. 
Among 18 afternoon events, only 5 Thursday 3 pm events and 5 Friday 3 pm are 
comparable: Friday sold on average 202 and Thursday sold 140. Both days sold tickets 
with an average price of $12.35. 3 Saturday 2:30 events promoted by OFAM varied very 
much from one another ranging from 96 to 355. Single events on each Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Sunday matinee promoted by OFAM sold below 150. 2 Sunday matinee 
events by Pleasant Hill High School sold below 55. 
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5.2.  36 Rock in Silva 
Mostly promoted by commercial promoters, rock concerts sold the most on Friday 
evening. The average ticket price sold for Friday events was also the highest. Saturday 
and Sunday events still sold over 80% of the seats. 
Although weekday ticket sales at average were around 63%, each event varied a lot, at + 
- 700 from the average. Wednesday average may be null as three out of five Wednesday 
event sold over 2000 and yet the other two sold 224 and 875. 
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Following four events, over 50% deviated from the average, were considered null and 
excluded from the data. 
Title Day time promoter sold avrg tix 
Phil Lesh Tue 6:30 Double Tee Promotions 375 $40.03 
TRACY CHAPMAN Fri 8:00 House of Blues Concerts 485 $23.50 
CRAZY FOR YOU Sat 7:30 Oregon Festival of Am. Music 487 $29.76 
CRAZY FOR YOU Sun 2:30 Oregon Festival of Am. Music 414 $30.05 
 
 
5.3.  20 Pop in Silva 
Most pop events were held on Monday, Friday, and Sunday evenings. The number of 
tickets sold at each event varied very much, thus the average figures by day and time is 
null.  
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THEATRE 
 
1. Number of events by sub-genre 
sub-genre Silva Soreng Total 
education 1  1 
comedy 21 3 24 
family 5 36 41 
play 2 93 95 
solo 1 4 5 
Total 30 136 166 
 
Unlike other genres, more events were held in Soreng (82%), and there were also 
more family events (25%). Community organizations promoted 83% of family 
events using only Soreng. Commercial promoters promoted 88% of comedy 
events in Silva and 13% of play events in Soreng. The Willamette Repertory 
Theater, a resident company, promoted 85% of play events. All 4 solo 
performances in Soreng were promoted by the Hult Center. 
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2. Silva Hall 
2.1. Average number of tickets sold in Silva 
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2.2. Average ticket price sold in Silva 
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Most events that were held in Silva were comedy events. Theatre genre showed 
the most distinction in average ticket price sold by each type of promoter. 
2.3. Breakdown by promoters 
sub-genre promoter # of events # sold avrg tix sold 
education Hult 1 2259.0 $2.66 
Hult 5 1438.4 $16.46 
comedy 
Cmrcl 16 1604.4 $27.23 
Hult 4 1149.5 $10.48 
family 
OBF 1 327.0 $5.00 
play Cmrcl 2 1108.5 $19.52 
solo Cmrcl 1 2008.0 $33.18 
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2.4. Average number of tickets sold for Comedy by day & time 
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Weekday ticket sales for comedy performances in Silva were 65% of the weekend 
sales.  
* All event times were in the evening, either 7pm or 8pm.  
** The lowest ticket sales Kate Clinton (507) on Friday and the two the highest Bill 
Cosby (2435 & 2454) on Friday were excluded. 
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3. Soreng Theater 
3.1. Average number of tickets sold in Soreng 
0.0
100.0
200.0
300.0
400.0
sold 294.0 355.6 195.2 211.5 240.3 
comedy family play solo avrg
 
3.2. Average ticket price sold in Soreng 
$0.00
$5.00
$10.00
$15.00
$20.00
avrg tix $13.79 $8.21 $18.91 $14.86 $15.85 
comedy family play solo avrg
 
3.3. Breakdown by promoters 
sub-genre promoter # of events # sold avrg tix sold
comedy cmrcl 2 328.5 $15.50 
 cmnt 1 225.0 $10.36 
family Hult 2 338.0 $10.66 
 cmnt 34 356.6 $8.07 
play cmrcl 10 405.6 $30.92 
 WRT 81 172.8 $17.54 
 cmnt 2 54.0 $14.16 
solo Hult 4 211.5 $14.86 
The most notable distinction by promoter is in play sub-genre. While promoting 
8 times more play performances, the resident company sold only 40% of 
commercial promoters. 
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3.4. Number of tickets sold for Family events by day & time 
Sunday matinees sold 1.7 times more than Saturday matinees.  
24 out of 36 (67%) family events were held on Sunday at 2 pm or 2:30 pm with 
the average number of tickets sold at 401, with the average ticket price sold at $ 
7.53.  
4 events were held on Saturday at 2 pm or 2:30 pm with the average number of 
tickets sold at 241, with the average ticket price sold at $ 7.55.  
* An event out of the average range was considered null and excluded: 03-13-94 
VERI-TALES: Number of tickets sold-53, average ticket price sold- $23.30. 
** Comparing same programs on different day and time:  
Title Day Time Sold Avrg Tix Sold 
(No Kissin' & No Killin') Sat 2pm 247 $6.22 
(No Kissin' & No Killin') Sun 2pm 248 $6.34 
Alice in Wonderland Fri 7:30 244 $8.87 
Alice in Wonderland Sat 2:30 235 $8.87 
Alice in Wonderland Sun 2:30 307 $8.93 
GIZMO GUYS Sun 2pm 382 $10.96 
GIZMO GUYS Sun 7pm 294 $10.35 
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed Wed 7pm 91 $6.80 
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed Thr 7pm 170 $8.07 
(All promoted by Rose Children's Theater except GIZMO GUYS by the Hult Center.) 
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3.5. Average number of tickets sold and Average ticket price sold for Plays by day & time 
By and large, Friday and Saturday evenings sold the most and earlier weekdays 
and Saturday matinees sold the least. Tuesday evening, Wednesday evening, and 
Saturday matinee sold remarkably lower than other days and only half of the 
weekends. Interestingly, the more tickets sold, the higher average ticket price 
sold.  
 
3.5.1.  81 events promoted by Willamette Repertory Theatre 
3.5.1.1. Number of tickets sold 
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3.5.1.2. Average ticket price sold 
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3.5.2.  8 Vagina Monologues promoted by Broadway in Eugene 
3.5.2.1. Number of tickets sold 
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3.5.2.2. Average ticket price sold 
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MUSICAL 
 
1. Number of events by sub-genre & promoter 
sub-genre  promoter Silva Soreng total 
broadway-NY cmrcl 95   95 
  res   1 1 
broadway-remake cmrcl 3   3 
  res 10   10 
other Hult 1   1 
  res 2 12 14 
total   111 13 124 
 
Commercial promoters presented 80% of musical events and most of them were 
New York Broadway production tours. However, resident companies, mostly 
Eugene Festival and OFAM, encompassed local production of Broadway 
repertoires and non- Broadway musicals. The Hult Center promoted only one 
musical performance.  
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2.1. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold in Silva  
Resident companies’ local productions of Broadway repertoires and non- 
Broadway musicals sold only 60% of commercial promoters with an average ticket 
price $12 lower. 
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avrg tix $33.54 $21.73 $22.50 
cmrcl (96) res (14) Hult (1)
 
2.2. Average number of tickets sold and average ticket price sold in Soreng 
All 13 events in Soreng were promoted by resident companies. Average number 
of tickets sold was 327 for $15.94 average ticket price sold.  
 
3. Day & time in Silva 
82 out of 111 events promoted by a commercial promoter, Broadway in Eugene, 
showed a steady pattern by day and time. Broadway Eugene also promoted most 
of their products for a week run. Ticket sales for 29 events promoted by other 
commercial promoters (16), Hult Center (1), and resident companies (12) varied 
much with each event.  
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Unlike other genres, musical events sold more on weekday evenings than Friday 
and weekend evenings. But average ticket price sold for weekday evenings was 
$5 lower than on weekends except for Thursday. Saturday matinees sold the least 
and Sunday matinees sold below average, yet their average ticket price sold was 
equivalent to Thursday through Sunday evenings. 
Broadway in Eugene promoted Les Miserable two times, both for a week run, in 
September 1997 and 2001. However, 2001 promotion sold only 61% of 1997 
promotion (Average number of tickets sold in 1997 was 2359 and in 2001 was 
1442). 
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OPERA 
There were 61 opera performances from 1994 to August 2002. All events were 
promoted by Eugene Opera, a resident company.  
Hall # of events # of tickets sold avrg tix sold 
Silva 57 1496 $26.36 
Soreng 4 277 $10.26 
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It is improper to compare ticket sales for opera by day and time since most events 
were held on Friday evenings and Sunday matinees and there were only a few 
events on other days. However, Eugene Opera sold more on event days other than 
Friday evening and Sunday matinee, even with a higher average ticket price. 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
 
Hall # of events promoter # of tickets sold avrg tix sold 
Silva 3 Hult 1204 $16.85 
Silva 10 Cmrcl 1757 $30.61 
Soreng 9 Cmnt 175 $14.22 
Soreng 5 Cmrcl 269 $20.49 
 
There were 27 entertainment events, and commercial promoters sold the most with 
the highest average ticket price. However, number of ticket sales varied very much 
by each event and did not show a central tendency.  
 
1. Silva 
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Except for one event THE ANDRE KOLE on Wednesday with an average ticket price 
sold at $8, all magic events were DAVID COPPERFIELD promoted by Dan Bean 
Presents with an average ticket price sold at $34.75. For DAVID COPPERFIELD magic 
events, Tuesday evenings sold two times more than Saturday evenings. 
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2. Soreng 
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The average number of tickets sold for pageant events promoted by community 
organizations varied very much by event. However, the lower average ticket price 
sold, the more number of tickets sold.  
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LECTURE 
 
Hall # of events Promoter # of tickets sold avrg tix sold 
Silva 4 Cmnt 509 $20.03 
Silva 2 Hult 1665 $25.05 
Silva 5 Cmrcl 566 $16.70 
Soreng 6 Cmnt 223 $14.42 
Soreng 10 Cmrcl 172 $14.28 
Soreng 5 res 298 $7.33 
 
There were 32 lecture events. The average number of ticket sales varied very much 
by event and did not show a central tendency. 
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1. Silva 
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Ticket sales for lecture events in Silva varied much from one another. Whereas the 
average ticket price sold for community organizations also varied much, ISEPP, a 
commercial promoter, provided weekday evening lecture events with a steady 
average ticket price sold at $13-15. 
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2. Soreng 
In Soreng, the number of tickets sold for lecture events promoted by community 
organizations varied very much from 54 to 459. Their average ticket price sold also 
largely ranged from $3 to $35. ISEPP’s ticket sales in Soreng also varied from 105 
to 276 yet with a steady average ticket price sold at $12.55-$15.88. Oregon Bach 
Festival was the only resident company that promoted lecture events, and its 
evening ticket sales ranged from 103 to 334 with an average ticket price sold at 
$6.31, except for one Sunday matinee lecture event that sold 692 with an average 
ticket price sold at $11.39. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this project was to advance the knowledge of the Hult Center’s 
current audiences and the local market.  Understanding of the audience is a critical 
basis for arts organizations to strategically plan their activities.  Audiences are 
becoming more diverse and distinctive, thus audience research at the local level 
has gained greater importance in the recent years.  Arts organization should 
understand the needs of the particular communities they serve.  This project 
investigated the Hult Center’s current audience’s behavior through the statistical 
analysis of the previous ticket sales records.  The analysis resulted in findings that 
addressed the local audiences’ attendance patterns and preferences by type of 
performances, show date and time, and ticket price.  This understanding will 
facilitate future discussions among the professional staff at the Hult Center making 
decisions about programming, marketing, booking, ticket pricing, and audience 
development planning.  This project also examined overall presentation patterns of 
different types of promoters, which enabled the Hult Center to estimate the 
promoters’ capacities in the local market.  
 
Summary of Key Findings and Recommendations 
y Resident companies promoted 54% of the total events. 
y Resident companies promoted more than 85% of the classical music, opera, 
ballet, and play theatre events. 
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y Commercial promoters promoted 28% of the total events. 
y Commercial promoters presented most of the musicals, rock, pop, and country 
music events, tap and world dances, and comedy theatres.  
y Community organizations promoted 11% of the total event. 
y Community organizations promoted most of their events in Soreng Theater, 
and major genres they promoted were modern dance, contemporary music, and 
family theatre. 
y Hult Presents were 7% of the total events. 
y In general, commercial promoters sold the most, and community organizations 
sold the least. 
y Average ticket price sold for events in Silva Hall was $25.50, and that at Soreng 
Theater was $15.00. 
y While family events sold the least, Sunday matinees sold 1.7-2 times more than 
Saturday matinees. 
y Eugene Ballet Company’s modern ballet sold much less than classical ballet. 
However, the Hult Center’s modern ballet and foreign ballet promotions sold as 
much as the resident company’s classical ballet.  Ballet audiences seem to trust 
the resident company in classical ballet repertoires but also have the need for 
“something different” in modern ballet and other ballet repertoires. 
y The classical ballet audience is not much influenced by show day and time. 
However, Saturday evening and Sunday matinee sold the most.  
y The modern ballet audience prefers Saturday evenings to Sunday matinees. 
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y Modern dance sold about 50% of the seats in both Silva Hall and Soreng Theater. 
y Weekday ticket sales for modern dance events were remarkably low except for 
Thursdays. It is recommended not to book a modern dance event on weekdays.  
y Audiences for new age, gospel, folk, and jazz in the region seem to be small, 
and it is recommended to use Soreng Theater for those genres. 
y For Jazz, Saturday evening sold the most in Silva but the least in Soreng. 
Thursday evening was preferred to Friday evening in both auditoriums for Jazz 
events. 
y Rock concerts sold the most on both Friday evenings and Saturday, and Sunday 
events sold over 80% of the seats.  However, weekday ticket sales varied much 
with each event.  
y Avoid booking weekdays for theatre events. Weekday ticket sales for comedy 
theatre in Silva Hall were only 65% of weekend sales.  For play events in Soreng 
Theater, earlier weekday evenings and Saturday matinees sold only half of 
Friday and Saturday evenings.  
y Musical events sold more on weekdays than on weekends. 
 
Areas for Further Research 
This project analyzed the ticket sales records from 1994 to August 2002.  
Using the methodology and the results of this research, further investigation can be 
made on tracing changes of the audience’s behavior over time.  One may divide the 
dataset organized for this study into two periods, for example, from1994 to 1998 
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and from 1999 to 2002, and compare the audiences’ attendance patterns between 
the years.  By doing so, the researcher will be able to note changes in audience 
behavior over time and inquire about more recent trends.  Taking into account 
changes in the economy and different programming strategies adopted by the Hult 
Center during the time, distinctions between the two periods may also identify how 
those situational factors have influenced the local audience’s behavior.  Using the 
methods employed by this project, the Hult Center would be able to conduct a 
similar ticket sales analysis a few years later and compare the new results with the 
results of this project.  Moreover, conducting the analysis at a regular interval will 
allow the Hult Center to continually observe the changes of audience’s behavior 
over time and predict future trend.  Finally, integrating the findings of this project 
with the audience survey results will assist the Hult Center in obtaining a more 
detailed audience profile and better segmentation of the local market.  
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APPENDIX: 
Ticket Sales Records, Hult Center for the Performing Arts, 1994-2002 
 
Event ID Show Date Title Hall Day Time Promoter Sold Gross
SICH01DECE 1-Dec-93 The Chieftains Silva Wed 8pm Perryscope/MonQui 1374 $22,926.00
THRF01DECE 1-Dec-93 ROBBEN FORD Soreng Wed 8:30pm SRO Productions, Inc. 307 $4,451.50
THIR08JANE 8-Jan-94 Ensemble of Soloists Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 107 $1,005.00
STMF14FEBE 14-Feb-94 My Fair Lady Silva Mon 8pm Jeff Parry Promotions 2061 $50,409.50
SHJZ11MARE 11-Mar-94 RALPH TOWNER Silva Fri 8pm Hult Center 435 $5,303.00
SHJZ12MARE 12-Mar-94 ELLIS MARSALIS Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 681 $10,359.75
SIAV13MARE 13-Mar-94 Andreas Vollenweider Silva Sun 8pm Cloud 9 presents 836 $17,974.00
TTVT13MARA 13-Mar-94 VERI-TALES Soreng Sun 2pm Dummy producer 53 $1,235.00
SKJB24MARE 24-Mar-94 Jackson Browne Silva Thr 8pm Double Tee Promotions 1640 $34,540.00
THLE29MARE 29-Mar-94 PASSION TO PASSIO Soreng Tue 7:30pm Oregon Bach Festival 103 $634.00
THMP05APRE 5-Apr-94 MOVING PICTURES Soreng Tue 7:30pm San Nicholas & Co. 98 $1,078.00
THMP06APRE 6-Apr-94 MOVING PICTURES Soreng Wed 7:30pm San Nicholas & Co. 123 $1,353.00
THBR07APRE 7-Apr-94 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Thr 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 73 $657.00
STMM08APRE 8-Apr-94 Miriam Makeba/Hugh Masekela Silva Fri 8pm U of O Cultural Forum 1135 $24,054.00
THBR08APRE 8-Apr-94 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Fri 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 151 $1,359.00
TGTR11APRE 11-Apr-94 Tom Robbins & Sharon Doubiago Soreng Mon 8pm Lane Literary Guild 459 $4,590.00
THJE14APRE 14-Apr-94 Jefferson Dancers Soreng Thr 7:30pm JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL 447 $2,874.50
THJE15APRE 15-Apr-94 Jefferson Dancers Soreng Fri 7:30pm JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL 487 $3,120.50
THLE17APRE 17-Apr-94 THE LEGACY OF BACH Soreng Sun 7:30pm Oregon Bach Festival 255 $1,602.50
STBC19APRE 19-Apr-94 Bruce Cockburn Silva Tue 8pm MONQUI PRESENTS 1021 $19,993.50
SICJ20APRE 20-Apr-94 Cowboy Junkies Silva Wed 8pm Double Tee Promotions 875 $15,312.50
SIKC22APRE 22-Apr-94 Kate Clinton Silva Fri 8pm Double Tee Promotions 507 $8,365.50
THLE04MAYE 4-May-94 ORTHODOX FAITH & THE MUSIC OF Soreng Wed 7:30pm Oregon Bach Festival 105 $654.00
SGSA06MAYE 6-May-94 QUARTET CONTEST Silva Fri 6pm Sweet Adelines International 56 $672.00
SGSA07MAYA 7-May-94 CHORUS CONTEST Silva Sat 1pm Sweet Adelines International 70 $840.00
THEH12MAYE 12-May-94 EXPLORING THE HEART OF HEALING Soreng Thr 6:30pm Dummy producer 135 $4,765.00
SIPH19MAYE 19-May-94 PHISH Silva Thr 8pm Bill Graham Presents 2359 $44,013.50
THLE24MAYE 24-May-94 OVERTONES OF SPIRIT Soreng Tue 7:30pm Oregon Bach Festival 334 $2,201.50
THDV26MAYE 26-May-94 Swine Dive #3 Soreng Thr 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 113 $985.00
SKYA28MAYE 28-May-94 YANNI Silva Sat 8:00 PM House of Blues Concerts 2392 $62,154.00
SISM19JUNE 19-Jun-94 The Smothers Brothers Silva Sun 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 1824 $40,020.00
SF9424JUNE 24-Jun-94 BACH B MINOR MASS Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1608 $34,450.50
SF9425JUNE 25-Jun-94 KEITH JARRETT, piano Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1270 $26,710.75
SF9426JUNE 26-Jun-94 Arvo Part LITANY Silva Sun 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1713 $36,589.50
THLE26JUNA 26-Jun-94 THOMAS MOORE Soreng Sun 3pm Oregon Bach Festival 692 $7,885.00
SF9429JUNE 29-Jun-94 CHAMBER ORCHESTRA Silva Wed 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 994 $21,030.25
SF9401JULE 1-Jul-94 BELLA LEWITZKY DANCE COMPANY Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 844 $13,021.75
SF9402JULE 2-Jul-94 Monteverdi VESPERS Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1637 $34,739.25
SF9405JULE 5-Jul-94 FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA Silva Tue 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1901 $41,199.25
SF9408JULE 8-Jul-94 ALBERT MCNEILL JUBILEE SINGERS Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 700 $11,247.50
- 1 -
Event ID Show Date Title Hall Day Time Promoter Sold Gross
SF9409JULE 9-Jul-94 Verdi REQUIEM Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1677 $35,786.00
SECA22JULE 22-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Festival 677 $14,161.00
SECA23JULE 23-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Festival 1097 $21,748.00
SECA24JULA 24-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Festival 947 $16,489.25
SECA28JULE 28-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Festival 928 $19,520.25
SECA29JULE 29-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Festival 851 $18,137.00
TTRU29JULE 29-Jul-94 Ruthless Soreng Fri 7:30pm Eugene Festival 217 $3,233.50
SECA30JULE 30-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Festival 1171 $24,675.25
TTRU30JULE 30-Jul-94 Ruthless Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Festival 264 $3,912.00
SECA31JULA 31-Jul-94 Cabaret Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Festival 847 $14,720.25
TTRU31JULA 31-Jul-94 Ruthless Soreng Sun 2pm Eugene Festival 137 $1,938.50
SECA04AUGE 4-Aug-94 Cabaret Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Festival 960 $19,994.75
TTRU04AUGE 4-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Thr 7:30pm Eugene Festival 290 $4,179.00
SECA05AUGE 5-Aug-94 Cabaret Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Festival 1052 $20,365.25
TTRU05AUGE 5-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Fri 7:30pm Eugene Festival 309 $4,524.50
SECA06AUGE 6-Aug-94 Cabaret Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Festival 1067 $22,939.50
TTRU06AUGE 6-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Festival 327 $4,703.50
TTRU07AUGA 7-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Sun 2pm Eugene Festival 322 $4,641.00
TTRU11AUGE 11-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Thr 7:30pm Eugene Festival 422 $6,045.00
TTRU12AUGE 12-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Fri 7:30pm Eugene Festival 437 $5,763.50
TTRU13AUGE 13-Aug-94 Ruthless Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Festival 389 $5,501.50
SMOF25AUGE 25-Aug-94 *HOLLYWOOD SILVER SCREENS!* Silva Thr 8pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 913 $18,373.75
SMOF27AUGE 27-Aug-94 *NEW YORK AIRWAVES* Silva Sat 7pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1299 $21,020.50
SITA12SEPE 12-Sep-94 Tori Amos Silva Mon 8pm Double Tee Promotions 1308 $22,890.00
TGSA19SEPE 19-Sep-94 The Samples Soreng Mon 8:30pm House of Blues Concerts 246 $3,680.00
SIGE25SEPE 25-Sep-94 George Carlin Silva Sun 7pm Dummy producer 1234 $24,063.00
SHAS30SEPE 30-Sep-94 BOBBY MCFERRIN Silva Fri 8pm Hult Center 1947 $36,660.50
SHPT08OCTE 8-Oct-94 Penn and Teller Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 1524 $29,645.00
SINM09OCTE 9-Oct-94 Neal McCoy Silva Sun 8pm House of Blues Concerts 2041 $24,471.59
SHDZ15OCTE 15-Oct-94 LAR LUBOVITCH Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 687 $10,645.00
STLL18OCTE 18-Oct-94 and his Large Band Silva Tue 8pm Cloud 9 presents 2198 $51,736.00
TGDR27OCTE 27-Oct-94 DRACULA Silva Thr 6pm Eugene Ballet Company 204 $1,428.00
STKT31OCTE 31-Oct-94 KITARO Silva Mon 8pm Cloud 9 presents 1068 $24,958.00
TTPC02NOVE 2-Nov-94 The Phantom Concert Soreng Wed 7:30pm South Eugene Drama Dept. 358 $6,001.00
SAVB04NOVE 4-Nov-94 VICTOR BORGE Silva Fri 8pm Mike Pettite Presentations 2478 $63,961.00
TTTS11NOVE 11-Nov-94 MARGA GOMEZ in *Memory Tricks* Soreng Fri 7:30pm Hult Center 263 $3,872.00
SIGT12NOVE 12-Nov-94 and The Destroyers Silva Sat 8pm Double Tee Promotions 2015 $37,555.00
TTTS12NOVE 12-Nov-94 MARGA GOMEZ in *Memory Tricks* Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 281 $4,258.00
TGFP15NOVE 15-Nov-94 *A Fine and Pleasant Misery* Soreng Tue 7:30pm Dummy producer 167 $1,773.00
TGFP16NOVE 16-Nov-94 *A Fine and Pleasant Misery* Soreng Wed 7:30pm Dummy producer 242 $2,618.00
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SIPR19NOVE 19-Nov-94 THE PRETENDERS Silva Sat 8pm IVY Presents 2342 $45,743.00
THBR19NOVE 19-Nov-94 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Sat 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 124 $1,240.00
TTDL27NOVA 27-Nov-94 DAVID LANZ Soreng Sun 3pm Dummy producer 289 $6,182.50
TTDL27NOVE 27-Nov-94 DAVID LANZ Soreng Sun 7pm Dummy producer 299 $6,479.50
STDA13DECA 13-Dec-94 DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Tue 5:30pm Dan Bean presents 2210 $58,410.00
STDA13DECE 13-Dec-94 DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Tue 8:30pm Dan Bean presents 2244 $63,293.00
THGM17DECE 17-Dec-94 GRAND MASS IN C MINOR Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 387 $5,141.50
THGM18DECA 18-Dec-94 GRAND MASS IN C MINOR Soreng Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 403 $5,421.50
SOEO31DECE 31-Dec-94 GIANNI SCHICCHI & GALA CONCERT Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Opera 1388 $28,121.25
SOEO06JANE 6-Jan-95 GIANNI SCHICCHI & GALA CONCERT Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 549 $10,130.75
SOEO08JANA 8-Jan-95 GIANNI SCHICCHI & GALA CONCERT Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1251 $22,539.00
SHDZ10JANE 10-Jan-95 BILL T. JONES/ARNIE ZANE Silva Tue 8pm Hult Center 1300 $21,159.25
STCA18JANE 18-Jan-95 CAMELOT Silva Wed 8pm Cloud 9 presents 2263 $57,420.50
THUO20JANE 20-Jan-95 SOARING ECHOS: DANCE 95 Soreng Fri 7:30pm U of O School of Music 251 $2,039.00
THUO21JANE 21-Jan-95 SOARING ECHOS: DANCE 95 Soreng Sat 7:30pm U of O School of Music 475 $3,799.00
SHLD27JANE 27-Jan-95 LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO Silva Fri 8pm Hult Center 2390 $44,047.25
THDB27JANE 27-Jan-95 Dannion Brinkley - Author Soreng Fri 7:30pm The Empowerment Center of Eug. 296 $4,440.00
SISQ28JANE 28-Jan-95 SAWYER BROWN Silva Sat 6pm Jack Roberts Company 2256 $50,760.00
SISQ28JANL 28-Jan-95 SAWYER BROWN Silva Sat 9pm Jack Roberts Company 2304 $51,840.00
TTTS01FEBE 1-Feb-95 THROAT SINGERS OF TUVA Soreng Wed 7:30pm Hult Center 309 $4,455.50
TTTS02FEBE 2-Feb-95 THROAT SINGERS OF TUVA Soreng Thr 7:30pm Hult Center 331 $4,963.00
SOEO03FEBE 3-Feb-95 LA TRAVIATA Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1922 $36,967.00
SOEO05FEBA 5-Feb-95 LA TRAVIATA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1919 $34,520.00
THAA07FEBE 7-Feb-95 The Blind Boys of Alabama Soreng Tue 7:30pm Gold Wolf Productions 167 $2,672.00
STHB09FEBE 9-Feb-95 HARRY BELAFONTE Silva Thr 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 1892 $48,187.00
THNO11FEBA 11-Feb-95 (No Kissin' & No Killin') Soreng Sat 2pm Rose Children's Theater 218 $1,375.00
SIJC12FEBE 12-Feb-95 JOE COCKER Silva Sun 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 2201 $42,919.50
THNO12FEBA 12-Feb-95 (No Kissin' & No Killin') Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 251 $1,589.50
SKLA13FEBE 13-Feb-95 The Nerve Bible Silva Mon 8pm MONQUI PRESENTS 1390 $34,892.00
THNO18FEBA 18-Feb-95 (No Kissin' & No Killin') Soreng Sat 2pm Rose Children's Theater 275 $1,685.50
THNO19FEBA 19-Feb-95 (No Kissin' & No Killin') Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 245 $1,554.50
THAG22FEBE 22-Feb-95 Arlo and Abe Guthrie Soreng Wed 7:30pm AVCAR presents 344 $5,692.00
SHAS23FEBE 23-Feb-95 YO YO MA Silva Thr 8pm Hult Center 2432 $74,204.25
TTTS24FEBE 24-Feb-95 JUDE NARITA Soreng Fri 7:30pm Hult Center 136 $2,007.00
TTTS25FEBE 25-Feb-95 JUDE NARITA Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 166 $2,460.00
TTMW27FEBE 27-Feb-95 Mark Westcott,Pianist Soreng Mon 7:30pm Dummy producer 127 $1,662.00
SOEO03MARE 3-Mar-95 PIRATES OF PENZANCE Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1966 $38,075.75
THBR03MARE 3-Mar-95 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Fri 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 127 $1,220.00
THBR04MARE 4-Mar-95 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Sat 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 136 $1,308.00
SOEO05MARA 5-Mar-95 PIRATES OF PENZANCE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1811 $36,846.50
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SITP07MARE 7-Mar-95 TWILA PARIS Silva Tue 7pm Cutting Edge Concerts 506 $8,096.00
SHAS08MARE 8-Mar-95 JOSHUA BELL Silva Wed 8pm Hult Center 518 $7,240.50
SHDZ28MARE 28-Mar-95 ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN Silva Tue 8pm Hult Center 2400 $51,863.75
SAGM01APRE 1-Apr-95 Gyuto Monks Silva Sat 8pm Field Trip Productions 1044 $19,162.00
THJR09APRA 9-Apr-95 Jr. Miss Program Soreng Sun 3pm Dummy producer 472 $3,304.00
SHAS11APRE 11-Apr-95 WYNTON MARSALIS Silva Tue 8pm Hult Center 1717 $37,377.75
THJF14APRE 14-Apr-95 The Jefferson Dancers Soreng Fri 7:30pm JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL 349 $2,267.50
THJF15APRE 15-Apr-95 The Jefferson Dancers Soreng Sat 7:30pm JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL 358 $2,355.00
SHAS22APRE 22-Apr-95 THE CAPITOL STEPS Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 1419 $21,046.75
SHRS23APRE 23-Apr-95 RAVI SHANKAR Silva Sun 7pm Hult Center 1274 $24,655.00
TTTS28APRE 28-Apr-95 MARGIE GILLIS Soreng Fri 7:30pm Hult Center 285 $4,166.00
TTTS29APRE 29-Apr-95 MARGIE GILLIS Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 313 $4,668.00
SUJC30APRE 30-Apr-95 *JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR* Silva Sun 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2261 $65,637.75
SUJC01MAYE 1-May-95 *JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR* Silva Mon 8pm Broadway in Eugene 1835 $54,155.75
TGAD09MAYE 9-May-95 Ani DiFranco Silva Tue 7pm U of O Cultural Forum 490 $1,740.00
TGAD09MAYL 9-May-95 Ani DiFranco Silva Tue 9:30pm U of O Cultural Forum 490 $2,354.00
THCP15MAYE 15-May-95 COMPANY APPELS Soreng Mon 7:30pm U of O Cultural Forum 85 $924.00
THWE19MAYE 19-May-95 SUZANNE WESTENHOEFER Soreng Fri 8:30pm Beachfront Productions 340 $5,100.00
SKBD30MAYE 30-May-95 Bob Dylan Silva Tue 8pm House of Blues Concerts 2021 $55,565.00
SKBD31MAYE 31-May-95 Bob Dylan Silva Wed 8pm House of Blues Concerts 2390 $64,332.50
TGPH04JUNA 4-Jun-95 ACCENT ON THE CLASSICAL Soreng Sun 3pm PLEASANT HILL HIGH SCHOOL 51 $357.00
SF9523JUNE 23-Jun-95 BACH ST. JOHN PASSION Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1271 $30,610.50
SF9524JUNE 24-Jun-95 PAUL WINTER CONSORT Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1210 $24,753.00
SF9525JUNE 25-Jun-95 MOZART REQUIEM Silva Sun 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1640 $39,786.00
SF9528JUNE 28-Jun-95 ALTO RHAPSODY & ROSAMUNDE Silva Wed 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 869 $21,203.00
SF9501JULE 1-Jul-95 BRITTEN WAR REQUIEM Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1313 $31,984.00
SF9502JULA 2-Jul-95 BRITTEN WAR REQUIEM Silva Sun 3pm Oregon Bach Festival 841 $20,466.00
SF9503JULE 3-Jul-95 BEETHOVEN,MAHLER & BRITTEN Silva Mon 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 965 $22,824.00
SF9505JULE 5-Jul-95 MOTETTENCHOR Silva Wed 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 348 $6,529.50
SF9508JULE 8-Jul-95 DVORAK STABAT MATER Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1351 $31,925.00
STNC21AUGE 21-Aug-95 Natalie Cole Silva Mon 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 2157 $73,647.00
SM9522AUGE 22-Aug-95 SPINNIN' YARNS: Silva Tue 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 752 $13,697.75
SM9523AUGE 23-Aug-95 OLD STRINGS,NEW THREADS: Silva Wed 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 903 $14,050.17
TO9524AUGA 24-Aug-95 AN AMERICAN SAMPLER Soreng Thr 1pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 392 $7,417.50
TO9524AUGE 24-Aug-95 AN AMERICAN SAMPLER Soreng Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 414 $9,368.25
SM9526AUGE 26-Aug-95 AMERICAN FIDDLE Silva Sat 7pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1701 $27,105.75
SURW15SEPE 15-Sep-95 ROGER WHITTAKER Silva Fri 8pm Dan Bean presents 1594 $39,670.00
THSE20SEPE 20-Sep-95 DR. FREEMAN DYSON Soreng Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 276 $3,575.00
SISE04OCTE 4-Oct-95 DR. ANTONIO DAMASIO Silva Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 343 $4,447.00
SBET13OCTE 13-Oct-95 GISELLE Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 727 $14,988.75
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SBET14OCTE 14-Oct-95 GISELLE Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1256 $27,086.50
SBET15OCTA 15-Oct-95 GISELLE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 999 $20,284.25
THIR21OCTE 21-Oct-95 IRKUTSK DRAMA THEATER Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 49 $688.00
THIR22OCTA 22-Oct-95 IRKUTSK DRAMA THEATER Soreng Sun 2pm Dummy producer 59 $843.00
SIBC26OCTE 26-Oct-95 Bad Company Silva Thr 8pm Double Tee Promotions 977 $18,074.50
SHAS31OCTE 31-Oct-95 LA BELLE ET LA BETE Silva Tue 8pm Hult Center 1673 $37,636.25
SIKI03NOVE 3-Nov-95 KITARO Silva Fri 8pm House of Blues Concerts 642 $16,929.00
TSLD11NOVE 11-Nov-95 The Luther Dances Soreng Sat 7:30pm RoseHips Dance Company 257 $2,074.00
SGLO12NOVA 12-Nov-95 DR. WAYNE DYER Silva Sun 1:15pm Dummy producer 86 $1,720.00
SKSM20NOVE 20-Nov-95 Steve Miller Blues Band Silva Mon 8pm House of Blues Concerts 2115 $57,982.50
SIAR26NOVE 26-Nov-95 Joan Armatrading Silva Sun 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 757 $15,807.00
THPQ29NOVE 29-Nov-95 PRIZM PERCUSSION QUARTET Soreng Wed 7:30pm Dummy producer 114 $912.00
SHDZ02DECE 2-Dec-95 PILOBOLUS Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 1999 $32,687.50
TGIN02DECE 2-Dec-95 A *GOSPEL* FAMILY CHRISTMAS Soreng Sat 7pm none selected 162 $1,620.00
STXM03DECA 3-Dec-95 A CHRISTMAS CAROL Silva Sun 3pm Sunset Presents 1285 $24,972.00
STXM03DECE 3-Dec-95 A CHRISTMAS CAROL Silva Sun 7pm Sunset Presents 932 $18,276.00
SKTY10DECE 10-Dec-95 TRISHA YEARWOOD Silva Sun 8pm House of Blues Concerts 1924 $52,510.00
THTC15DECE 15-Dec-95 TRACY CHAPMAN Silva Fri 8pm House of Blues Concerts 485 $11,397.50
SBET21DECE 21-Dec-95 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1874 $33,975.00
SBET22DECA 22-Dec-95 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1306 $24,154.75
SBET22DECE 22-Dec-95 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 2010 $38,252.50
SBET23DECA 23-Dec-95 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30PM Eugene Ballet Company 2084 $37,950.25
SBET23DECE 23-Dec-95 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 2174 $41,647.75
SOOP31DECE 31-Dec-95 CARMEN Silva Sun 8pm Eugene Opera 2024 $45,147.50
SOOP05JANE 5-Jan-96 CARMEN Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 2044 $45,725.00
SOOP07JANA 7-Jan-96 CARMEN Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 2143 $48,445.00
TSTM14JANE 14-Jan-96 Tim Miller Soreng Sun 7:30pm Dummy producer 143 $1,614.00
SUBB19JANE 19-Jan-96 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Silva Fri 8pm Sunset Presents 1366 $37,804.75
SUBB20JANE 20-Jan-96 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Silva Sat 8pm Sunset Presents 1626 $45,512.00
THWY20JANE 20-Jan-96 WYMPROV! Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 225 $2,332.00
SHAS21JANE 21-Jan-96 ITZHAK PERLMAN,violin Silva Sun 7pm Hult Center 2424 $77,610.75
THKL01FEBE 1-Feb-96 Klezmer Conservatory Band Soreng Thr 7:30pm U of O School of Music 471 $6,516.00
SOOP02FEBE 2-Feb-96 LA BOHEME Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 2040 $44,240.00
THSH03FEBE 3-Feb-96 Eugene Step Show Soreng Sat 5:30pm Dummy producer 194 $1,164.00
SOOP04FEBA 4-Feb-96 LA BOHEME Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 2053 $45,206.25
SISE12FEBE 12-Feb-96 DR. RALPH ABRAHAM Soreng Mon 7:30pm ISEPP 200 $2,510.50
THSE12FEBE 12-Feb-96 DR. RALPH ABRAHAM Soreng Mon 7:30pm ISEPP 132 $1,807.50
SHAS16FEBE 16-Feb-96 THE BOYS CHOIR OF HARLEM Silva Fri 8pm Hult Center 2222 $33,692.50
TTRC16FEBE 16-Feb-96 RICHIE COLE Soreng Fri 7pm Dummy producer 190 $2,649.00
SBET24FEBE 24-Feb-96 SILENT MOVIE Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 934 $18,120.00
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THCW24FEBE 24-Feb-96 CRIS WILLIAMSON Soreng Sat 8:30pm Beachfront Productions 378 $6,048.00
SBET25FEBA 25-Feb-96 SILENT MOVIE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 690 $11,363.25
STGY26FEBE 26-Feb-96 GYPSY Silva Mon 8pm Cloud 9 presents 1422 $37,361.00
SUJB27FEBE 27-Feb-96 JACKSON BROWNE Silva Tue 8pm Double Tee Promotions 1800 $42,545.00
SISE28FEBE 28-Feb-96 DR. RICHARD LEAKEY Silva Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 779 $11,860.75
SHDZ01MARE 1-Mar-96 COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD Silva Fri 8pm Hult Center 513 $8,180.75
SOOP08MARE 8-Mar-96 TRIAL BY JURY Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1648 $32,562.00
TTLT09MARE 9-Mar-96 LA TANIA FLAMENCO Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 450 $7,702.25
SOOP10MARA 10-Mar-96 TRIAL BY JURY Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1486 $27,887.00
TTDT13MARE 13-Mar-96 TIAN AN MEN (Peaceful Gate) Soreng Wed 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 139 $1,438.00
TTDT14MARE 14-Mar-96 TIAN AN MEN (Peaceful Gate) Soreng Thr 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 135 $1,418.00
SINE17MARE 17-Mar-96 JOHN PRINE Silva Sun 8pm Showman Inc 1614 $33,145.00
TTDB22MARE 22-Mar-96 Ballet Of The Banshees Soreng Fri 8:30pm TApRoOT & Dance Brigade 176 $2,042.00
SISE04APRE 4-Apr-96 DR. RICHARD DAWKINS Soreng Thr 7:30pm ISEPP 256 $3,287.50
THSE04APRE 4-Apr-96 DR. RICHARD DAWKINS Soreng Thr 7:30pm ISEPP 205 $2,869.00
THBR12APRE 12-Apr-96 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Fri 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 248 $2,480.00
SBET13APRE 13-Apr-96 RODEO Silva Sat 8PM Eugene Ballet Company 1160 $24,939.50
THBR13APRE 13-Apr-96 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Sat 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 195 $1,950.00
SBET14APRA 14-Apr-96 RODEO Silva Sun 2:30PM Eugene Ballet Company 990 $20,725.75
SIDI15APR6 15-Apr-96 DIAMOND RIO Silva Mon 6:30pm Jack Roberts Company 1024 $15,917.90
SIDI15APR9 15-Apr-96 DIAMOND RIO Silva Mon 9:30pm Jack Roberts Company 484 $7,589.96
SGSA19APRE 19-Apr-96 QUARTET CONTEST Silva Fri 6pm Sweet Adelines International 65 $780.00
SGSA20APRA 20-Apr-96 CHORUS CONTEST Silva Sat 1pm Sweet Adelines International 127 $1,524.00
STSB23APRE 23-Apr-96 Seven Brides for Seven Brother Silva Tue 8pm Lonn Entertainment Ltd. 1706 $42,281.50
SHDZ27APRE 27-Apr-96 FELD BALLETS/NY Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 1238 $24,771.25
THJR28APRA 28-Apr-96 Jr. Miss Program Soreng Sun 3pm Dummy producer 260 $2,600.00
TGIN11MAYE 11-May-96 GOSPELFEST '96 Soreng Sat 7pm none selected 55 $660.00
SISE13MAYE 13-May-96 DR. JEAN CLOTTES Silva Mon 7:30pm ISEPP 715 $9,658.50
THMS25MAYE 25-May-96 (PRESENTATION) Soreng Sat 7pm Northwest Pageants, Inc. 26 $520.00
THMS26MAYA 26-May-96 (FINALS) Soreng Sun 2pm Northwest Pageants, Inc. 52 $1,040.00
TGPH02JUNA 2-Jun-96 ACCENT ON THE CLASSICAL Soreng Sun 3pm PLEASANT HILL HIGH SCHOOL 54 $405.00
SF9621JUNE 21-Jun-96 BACH B MINOR MASS Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1917 $45,761.00
SF9622JUNE 22-Jun-96 TRAMAINE HAWKINS Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 517 $10,134.00
SF9623JUNE 23-Jun-96 BRUCKNER EVENING Silva Sun 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 789 $18,804.50
SF9627JUNE 27-Jun-96 GOLIJOV/KYR CANTATAS Silva Thr 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1072 $25,337.00
SF9628JUNE 28-Jun-96 JAFFE/BOUCHARD CANTATAS Silva Fri 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 391 $8,881.00
SF9629JUNE 29-Jun-96 ESTEVEZ/GLASS Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 779 $18,367.75
TSTW29JUNA 29-Jun-96 TRIO WORONESCH Soreng Sat 3pm Oregon Bach Festival 469 $7,817.00
SF9630JUNE 30-Jun-96 BACH SECULAR CANTATAS Silva Sun 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 762 $17,254.50
SF9603JULE 3-Jul-96 FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA/CHORUS Silva Wed 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1089 $25,122.00
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SF9606JULE 6-Jul-96 SCHUBERT MASS/SYMPHONY Silva Sat 8pm Oregon Bach Festival 1390 $33,446.00
STDA16JULA 16-Jul-96 THE MAGIC OF DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Tue 5:30pm Dan Bean presents 1962 $72,967.00
STDA16JULE 16-Jul-96 THE MAGIC OF DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Tue 9pm Dan Bean presents 1861 $71,726.50
SUJB20JULE 20-Jul-96 TORI AMOS Silva Sat 8pm Double Tee Promotions 1574 $33,849.00
SHCT23JULE 23-Jul-96 CATS Silva Tue 8pm Dan Bean presents 2082 $73,241.25
SHCT24JULA 24-Jul-96 CATS Silva Wed 2pm Dan Bean presents 1512 $54,525.00
SHCT24JULE 24-Jul-96 CATS Silva Wed 8pm Dan Bean presents 2244 $78,806.00
THMK26JULE 26-Jul-96 THE SPIRIT OF TIBET Soreng Fri 7:30PM Jam Theatricals 128 $2,300.00
SUJB30JULE 30-Jul-96 THE CURE Silva Tue 8pm Double Tee Promotions 989 $26,053.50
SM9616AUGE 16-Aug-96 STRING FEVER: IN THE MOOD Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1220 $25,545.50
TO9620AUGE 20-Aug-96 OH, BOY! Soreng Tue 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 367 $8,951.25
SM9621AUGE 21-Aug-96 OF THEE I SING Silva Wed 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 965 $20,492.75
TO9622AUGE 22-Aug-96 OH, BOY! Soreng Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 356 $8,644.75
SM9623AUGE 23-Aug-96 OF THEE I SING Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1076 $23,155.00
SIBM30AUGE 30-Aug-96 BOBBY McFERRIN Silva Fri 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 948 $24,648.00
SAZT14SEPE 14-Sep-96 Concert I Soreng Sat 8pm Oregon Mozart Players 400 $5,915.50
SIGB23SEPE 23-Sep-96 GEORGE BENSON Silva Mon 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 622 $15,550.00
THIP25SEPE 25-Sep-96 TECH NATION: THE BIG PICTURE Soreng Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 82 $1,241.50
SSSS26SEPE 26-Sep-96 CLASSICAL I Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1862 $34,473.25
SISM27SEPE 27-Sep-96 The Smothers Brothers Silva Fri 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 1256 $31,400.00
THWE28SEPE 28-Sep-96 SUZANNE WESTENHOEFER Soreng Sat 7:30pm Beachfront Productions 317 $5,072.00
STGY06OCTE 6-Oct-96 ANNIE GET YOUR GUN Silva Sun 8pm Cloud 9 presents 664 $17,372.25
SHAS08OCTE 8-Oct-96 SANKAI JUKU Silva Tue 8pm Hult Center 649 $10,594.75
TDSS12OCTE 12-Oct-96 A STRANGE AND SCARY NIGHT Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 324 $4,437.50
SBEB19OCTE 19-Oct-96 SWAN LAKE Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1906 $42,559.75
SBEB20OCTA 20-Oct-96 SWAN LAKE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1595 $35,838.75
SSSS24OCTE 24-Oct-96 CLASSICAL II Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1927 $35,968.75
THOB26OCTE 26-Oct-96 OBO ADDY & JEANETTE FRAME Soreng Sat 7:30pm Musical Feet 176 $1,760.00
SHAS30OCTE 30-Oct-96 MIDORI/ROBERT MCDONALD Silva Wed 8pm Hult Center 840 $20,736.50
SSSS31OCTE 31-Oct-96 DEATH ON THE DOWNBEAT Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 653 $12,712.00
SUJC02NOVA 2-Nov-96 *JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR* Silva Sat 3pm Broadway in Eugene 1006 $21,081.00
SUJC02NOVE 2-Nov-96 *JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR* Silva Sat 8pm Broadway in Eugene 1583 $42,525.25
TTHE03NOVE 3-Nov-96 WORDS IN VOICE Soreng Sun 7:30pm Dummy producer 54 $643.50
SISE06NOVE 6-Nov-96 DR. DAVID SUZUKI Silva Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 291 $4,464.00
THNA07NOVE 7-Nov-96 Anna Sokolow's Players Project Soreng Thr 7:30pm U of O Cultural Forum 44 $672.00
THNO10NOVA 10-Nov-96 MY FATHER'S DRAGON Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 265 $1,662.50
SHFB14NOVE 14-Nov-96 REDUCED SHAKESPEARE COMPANY Silva Thr 8pm Hult Center 1049 $17,803.25
THDG14NOVE 14-Nov-96 DAVE GRISMAN & MARTIN TAYLOR Soreng Thr 8:30pm U of O Cultural Forum 466 $9,268.00
THBR16NOVE 16-Nov-96 BRIGGS CONTEMPORARY DANCE CO. Soreng Sat 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 259 $2,590.00
THNO17NOVA 17-Nov-96 MY FATHER'S DRAGON Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 477 $2,974.50
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SSSS21NOVE 21-Nov-96 CLASSICAL III Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1615 $30,277.00
THNO24NOVA 24-Nov-96 MY FATHER'S DRAGON Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 478 $3,017.00
THIP04DECE 4-Dec-96 WHAT IS LIFE? Soreng Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 167 $2,569.50
SSSS06DECE 6-Dec-96 A VIENNESE HOLIDAY CONCERT Silva Fri 8:30pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1323 $25,216.00
SEEC08DECA 8-Dec-96 A HOLIDAY CELEBRATION Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 862 $14,426.00
STSH09DECE 9-Dec-96 Sweet Honey in the Rock Silva Mon 7:30pm MAGPI 1100 $21,720.00
SBEB12DECE 12-Dec-96 NUTCRACKER Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 892 $18,090.25
SBEB13DECE 13-Dec-96 NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1462 $30,501.75
SBEB14DECA 14-Dec-96 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1752 $34,022.50
SBEB14DECE 14-Dec-96 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1483 $31,309.50
SBEB15DECA 15-Dec-96 NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 2048 $41,217.00
SIXM21DECE 21-Dec-96 THE MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS Silva Sat 7:30pm Grace Community Fellowship 1039 $5,195.00
SOOO31DECE 31-Dec-96 THE MAGIC FLUTE Silva Tue 7:30pm Eugene Opera 2023 $59,582.14
SOOO03JANE 3-Jan-97 THE MAGIC FLUTE Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1455 $36,116.25
SOOO05JANA 5-Jan-97 THE MAGIC FLUTE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1989 $47,426.17
SASB07JANE 7-Jan-97 SLEEPING BEAUTY ON ICE Silva Tue 8pm Cloud 9 presents 2428 $62,201.25
SILM11JANE 11-Jan-97 LYDIA MILLER IN CONCERT Silva Sat 8pm LCM MUSIC 420 $4,620.00
SLST14JANE 14-Jan-97 STOMP Silva Tue 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2353 $72,946.00
SLST15JANE 15-Jan-97 STOMP Silva Wed 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2446 $76,549.75
STZO16JANE 16-Jan-97 ZORBA Silva Thr 8PM Lonn Entertainment Ltd. 386 $9,486.00
SHFB19JANE 19-Jan-97 FLYING KARAMAZOV BROTHERS Silva Sun 7pm Hult Center 1792 $28,349.75
SSSS23JANE 23-Jan-97 CLASSICAL IV Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1806 $33,667.25
SIGE31JANE 31-Jan-97 GEORGE CARLIN Silva Fri 8pm Dummy producer 2005 $40,100.00
SHAS02FEBE 2-Feb-97 KATHLEEN BATTLE,soprano Silva Sun 8pm Hult Center 1568 $52,252.00
SOOO07FEBE 7-Feb-97 LUCIA di LAMMERMOOR Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1654 $40,180.55
SOOO09FEBA 9-Feb-97 LUCIA di LAMMERMOOR Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1371 $32,147.96
SLGR10FEBE 10-Feb-97 GREASE Silva Mon 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2222 $65,432.00
SLGR11FEBE 11-Feb-97 GREASE Silva Tue 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2332 $68,619.00
SLGR12FEBE 12-Feb-97 GREASE Silva Wed 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2366 $69,798.25
THIP12FEBE 12-Feb-97 A NEW COSMOLOGY OF THE MIND Soreng Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 105 $1,592.75
SSSS14FEBE 14-Feb-97 A GERSHWIN VALENTINE Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1635 $33,619.50
TTRC14FEBE 14-Feb-97 BATTLE OF THE SAXES Soreng Fri 7:30PM Dummy producer 238 $3,760.00
TSJK21FEBE 21-Feb-97 THE EMERALD CITY JAZZ KINGS Soreng Fri 8PM Oregon Festival of Am. Music 204 $3,261.50
SBEB22FEBE 22-Feb-97 CINDERELLA Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1658 $38,027.25
TSJK22FEBA 22-Feb-97 THE EMERALD CITY JAZZ KINGS Soreng Sat 2PM Oregon Festival of Am. Music 140 $1,735.00
SBEB23FEBA 23-Feb-97 CINDERELLA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1788 $38,838.00
THNO23FEBA 23-Feb-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 337 $2,160.50
SSSS27FEBE 27-Feb-97 CLASSICAL V Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1611 $30,005.75
TDSS28FEBE 28-Feb-97 DEEP WINTER SEASON 1997 Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 231 $3,173.50
SSSS01MARA 1-Mar-97 WEEKEND MATINEE CONCERTS Silva Sat 3pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 344 $2,446.25
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TDSS01MARE 1-Mar-97 DEEP WINTER SEASON 1997 Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 271 $3,675.00
THNO02MARA 2-Mar-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 351 $2,211.50
SOOO07MARE 7-Mar-97 THE MIKADO Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Opera 1575 $39,757.20
SOOO09MARA 9-Mar-97 THE MIKADO Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1532 $37,157.03
THNO09MARA 9-Mar-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 366 $2,263.00
SOOO10MARE 10-Mar-97 THE MIKADO Silva Mon 7:30pm Eugene Opera 879 $17,226.43
THIP11MARE 11-Mar-97 THE MIND MADE FLESH Soreng Tue 7:30pm ISEPP 142 $2,153.25
SSSS13MARE 13-Mar-97 CLASSICAL VI Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1901 $35,191.00
TGLC13MARE 13-Mar-97 ENVIORMENTAL LAW CONFERENCE Soreng Thr 7pm Dummy producer 250 $750.00
TEEC15MARE 15-Mar-97 A GALLERY OF GERMAN MASTERS Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 341 $5,029.50
TGEC15MARM 15-Mar-97 What's so Great about Soreng Sat 10:30am Eugene Concert Choir 269 $1,115.00
THNO16MARA 16-Mar-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 2pm Rose Children's Theater 438 $2,761.00
SHFB19MARE 19-Mar-97 MUMMENSCHANZ Silva Wed 8pm Hult Center 1408 $21,429.00
THAX22MARE 22-Mar-97 BABES WITH AXES Soreng Sat 8pm BWA and KRVM - FM 236 $1,888.00
SUSC28MARE 28-Mar-97 SHERYL CROW Silva Fri 8:00pm MONQUI PRESENTS 2322 $60,018.00
STIN04APRE 4-Apr-97 INDIGO GIRLS Silva Fri 8pm MONQUI PRESENTS 2430 $63,105.00
SBEB12APRE 12-Apr-97 RHAPSODY IN BLUE Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1690 $38,332.00
TTAS12APRE 12-Apr-97 STRING TRIO OF NEW YORK Soreng Sat 7pm Hult Center 164 $2,059.00
SBEB13APRA 13-Apr-97 RHAPSODY IN BLUE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1217 $28,776.25
TSJK15APRE 15-Apr-97 THE EMERALD CITY JAZZ KINGS Soreng Tue 8pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 302 $4,546.00
SSSS17APRE 17-Apr-97 CLASSICAL VII Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1621 $30,250.75
SSSS19APRA 19-Apr-97 WEEKEND MATINEE CONCERTS Silva Sat 3pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 351 $2,453.50
THCG19APRE 19-Apr-97 MULTI-CULTURAL STORYTELLING Soreng Sat 7:30pm SEVENTH ANNUAL 261 $1,827.00
SSOS23APRE 23-Apr-97 THE OREGON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA Silva Wed 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1283 $12,192.75
SIRP26APRE 26-Apr-97 RASHIED ALI & PRIMA MATERIA Silva Sat 8:30pm ANONYMOUS PRODUCTIONS & KWVA 182 $2,730.00
SUJB29APRE 29-Apr-97 RINGO STARR Silva Tue 8pm Double Tee Promotions 1772 $51,994.50
TO9701MAYE 1-May-97 AARON COPLAND: AMERICAN VISION Soreng Thr 8pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 124 $2,552.25
TO9704MAYE 4-May-97 AARON COPLAND AS INNOVATOR Soreng Sun 8pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 125 $2,374.00
THEO08MAYE 8-May-97 SORENG IN THE SPRING Soreng Thr 7:30pm Eugene Opera 301 $3,242.00
TEEC10MAYE 10-May-97 A PATCHWORK QUILT Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 270 $3,908.00
TGEC10MAYM 10-May-97 A Musical Patchwork: Soreng Sat 10:30am Eugene Concert Choir 217 $949.00
THIP14MAYE 14-May-97 EVOLUTION OF EMERGENCE Soreng Wed 7:30pm ISEPP 155 $2,462.00
SSSS15MAYE 15-May-97 CLASSICAL VIII Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1768 $32,824.75
THJR18MAYA 18-May-97 CENTRAL LANE COUNTY JUNIOR MIS Soreng Sun 1:30pm Dummy producer 172 $1,548.00
TDSS22MAYE 22-May-97 SWINE DIVE DANCE SERIES #6 Soreng Thr 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 297 $3,389.50
THMS24MAYE 24-May-97 (PRELIMINARIES) Soreng Sat 7pm Northwest Pageants, Inc. 21 $420.00
THMS25MAYA 25-May-97 (FINALS) Soreng Sun 2pm Northwest Pageants, Inc. 41 $820.00
THBR13JUNE 13-Jun-97 RETURN TO AVALON Soreng Fri 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 132 $1,584.00
THBR14JUNE 14-Jun-97 RETURN TO AVALON Soreng Sat 7:30pm Briggs Contemporary Dance Co. 168 $1,992.00
THEB15JUNA 15-Jun-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 1pm Eugene School of Ballet 490 $3,430.00
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THEB15JUNE 15-Jun-97 ALICE IN WONDERLAND Soreng Sun 5pm Eugene School of Ballet 481 $3,367.00
SF9727JUNE 27-Jun-97 BEETHOVEN MISSA SOLEMNIS Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1497 $37,734.00
SF9728JUNE 28-Jun-97 TRIO VORONEZH Silva Sat 7:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1652 $28,847.75
SF9729JUNA 29-Jun-97 BACH ORCHESTRAL SUITES Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 974 $24,932.25
SF9703JULE 3-Jul-97 BRAHMS GERMAN REQUIEM Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1494 $37,845.00
SF9705JULE 5-Jul-97 SUWON CIVIC CHORALE Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 468 $8,535.50
SF9706JULA 6-Jul-97 ST MATTHEW PASSION Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1493 $38,633.00
SF9709JULE 9-Jul-97 MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1512 $24,738.00
SF9712JULE 12-Jul-97 HANDEL'S MESSIAH Silva Sat 7:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1307 $32,893.75
STDA26JULA 26-Jul-97 DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Sat 6pm Dan Bean presents 1004 $39,189.00
STDA26JULE 26-Jul-97 DAVID COPPERFIELD Silva Sat 9pm Dan Bean presents 977 $38,212.50
STLL14AUGE 14-Aug-97 An Evening with LYLE LOVETT Silva Thr 8pm Cloud 9 presents 1647 $39,952.50
TSJK15AUGE 15-Aug-97 THE EMERALD CITY JAZZ KINGS Soreng Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 260 $4,197.00
TG9718AUGA 18-Aug-97 DEAR OLD SOUTHLAND Soreng Mon 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 223 $2,685.50
SM9719AUGE 19-Aug-97 SOUVENIR de LOUISIANE Silva Tue 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 287 $5,703.50
TG9719AUGA 19-Aug-97 BAMBOULA! Soreng Tue 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 115 $1,386.75
SM9720AUGE 20-Aug-97 LOUISIANA GUMBO Silva Wed 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 773 $14,142.75
TG9720AUGA 20-Aug-97 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ Soreng Wed 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 149 $1,799.00
SGYY21AUGE 21-Aug-97 GUMBO YA YA Silva Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 106 $1,715.50
TG9721AUGA 21-Aug-97 L'ORIGINE FRANCAISE Soreng Thr 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 115 $1,453.50
TGYY21AUGE 21-Aug-97 GUMBO YA YA PIANO RECITAL Soreng Thr 8:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 36 $627.50
TG9722AUGA 22-Aug-97 LACHE PAS LA PATATE Soreng Fri 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 179 $2,258.25
TG9723AUGA 23-Aug-97 LES HARICOTS SONT PAS SALE' Soreng Sat 12:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 79 $975.00
SM9724AUGA 24-Aug-97 L'HISTOIRE de LOUISIANE Silva Sun 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 203 $3,809.00
SLLM09SEPE 9-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Tue 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2304 $74,597.40
SLLM10SEPE 10-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Wed 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2362 $75,891.50
SLLM11SEPE 11-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Thr 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2369 $84,355.50
SLLM12SEPE 12-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Fri 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2369 $103,465.00
SLLM13SEPA 13-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Sat 2pm Broadway in Eugene 2355 $83,746.90
SLLM13SEPE 13-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Sat 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2372 $103,645.00
SLLM14SEPA 14-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Sun 2pm Broadway in Eugene 2369 $102,772.60
SLLM14SEPE 14-Sep-97 LES MISERABLES Silva Sun 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2370 $85,371.20
SSSS25SEPE 25-Sep-97 Season Opens with MASTERWORKS Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1797 $36,559.50
TSJK26SEPE 26-Sep-97 THE EMERALD CITY JAZZ KINGS Soreng Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 290 $4,597.00
TSJK27SEPE 27-Sep-97 DICK HYMAN & Soreng Sat 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 163 $2,591.50
TSJK28SEPA 28-Sep-97 DICK HYMAN, solo piano Soreng Sun 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 148 $2,404.00
TMRT04OCTE 4-Oct-97 Concert I Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 270 $4,586.25
SH9705OCTE 5-Oct-97 AN EVENING WITH MAYA ANGELOU Silva Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 2446 $62,446.00
SIBW08OCTE 8-Oct-97 BRYAN WHITE Silva Wed 7:30pm Jack Roberts Company 956 $22,466.00
TDSS10OCTE 10-Oct-97 FALL FESTIVAL SEASON Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 149 $2,183.50
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TDSS11OCTE 11-Oct-97 FALL FESTIVAL SEASON Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 149 $2,072.50
SSSS16OCTE 16-Oct-97 WONDERS OF THE WORLD Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1792 $34,980.00
SICL18OCTE 18-Oct-97 Jars of Clay Silva Sat 8:00pm Double Tee Promotions 1060 $22,064.00
SIHA19OCTE 19-Oct-97 Harry Belafonte Silva Sun 8pm Suzanne Kaykas-Canterbury 1325 $36,437.50
SBEB25OCTE 25-Oct-97 ROMEO AND JULIET Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1551 $35,773.05
SBEB26OCTA 26-Oct-97 ROMEO AND JULIET Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1205 $24,412.65
SINE27OCTE 27-Oct-97 JOHN PRINE & IRIS DEMENT Silva Mon 7:30pm Showman Inc 847 $17,363.50
SINE30OCTE 30-Oct-97 JOHN PRINE & IRIS DEMENT Silva Thr 7:30pm Showman Inc 208 $4,264.00
SUJT01NOVE 1-Nov-97 Jethro Tull Silva Sat 8:00pm House of Blues Concerts 2387 $66,142.00
TMRT01NOVE 1-Nov-97 Concert II Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 256 $4,408.25
SLWS04NOVE 4-Nov-97 WEST SIDE STORY Silva Tue 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2021 $58,761.50
SLWS05NOVE 5-Nov-97 WEST SIDE STORY Silva Wed 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2053 $59,773.75
SLWS06NOVE 6-Nov-97 WEST SIDE STORY Silva Thr 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2119 $65,686.50
SH9709NOVE 9-Nov-97 MARVIN HAMLISCH Silva Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 884 $21,724.75
THKI09NOVA 9-Nov-97 JAMES & THE GIANT PEACH Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 402 $2,553.00
SIAN12NOVE 12-Nov-97 THE ANDRE KOLE Silva Wed 7:00pm none selected 2323 $18,584.00
SUJB15NOVE 15-Nov-97 ROBERT CRAY Silva Sat 8:00pm Double Tee Promotions 1289 $30,749.00
THKI16NOVA 16-Nov-97 JAMES & THE GIANT PEACH Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 492 $3,230.00
SSSS20NOVE 20-Nov-97 THE MAHLER CYCLE Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1976 $39,573.50
THKI23NOVA 23-Nov-97 JAMES & THE GIANT PEACH Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 491 $3,206.00
SLJO24NOVE 24-Nov-97 Joseph & Coat Silva Mon 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2022 $59,565.25
SLJO25NOVE 25-Nov-97 Joe & the Technicolor Dream Co Silva Tue 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2133 $62,765.75
SLJO26NOVE 26-Nov-97 Joe & the Technicolor Dream Co Silva Wed 7pm Broadway in Eugene 1693 $33,932.50
SLJO28NOVA 28-Nov-97 Joe & the Technicolor Dream Co Silva Fri 2pm Broadway in Eugene 1097 $25,932.00
SLJO28NOVE 28-Nov-97 Joe & the Technicolor Dream Co Silva Fri 8pm Broadway in Eugene 1345 $34,050.50
THSN05DECE 5-Dec-97 SOUNDS OF THE SEASON Soreng Fri 7:30pm Grace Community Fellowship 143 $1,144.00
SUDY06DECE 6-Dec-97 DAMN YANKEES Silva Sat 8:00pm Sunset Presents 1290 $39,392.50
THSN06DECA 6-Dec-97 SOUNDS OF THE SEASON Soreng Sat 2:00pm Grace Community Fellowship 66 $528.00
THSN06DECE 6-Dec-97 SOUNDS OF THE SEASON Soreng Sat 7:30pm Grace Community Fellowship 112 $896.00
STCR07DECE 7-Dec-97 Collin Raye Silva Sun 7:30pm Alexas Music Productions 2190 $56,787.00
SSSS12DECE 12-Dec-97 HOLIDAY POPS Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2043 $41,808.00
SEEC14DECA 14-Dec-97 HOLIDAY SPLENDOR Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 855 $13,364.50
SBEB18DECE 18-Dec-97 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Thr 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1582 $49,722.50
SBEB19DECE 19-Dec-97 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1310 $27,949.50
SBEB20DECA 20-Dec-97 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1970 $62,123.50
SBEB20DECE 20-Dec-97 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 2151 $68,524.25
SBEB21DECA 21-Dec-97 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1715 $42,349.50
SOPR31DECE 31-Dec-97 DIE FLEDERMAUS Silva Wed 7:30pm Eugene Opera 2015 $65,184.50
SOPR02JANE 2-Jan-98 DIE FLEDERMAUS Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Opera 897 $20,869.50
SOPR04JANA 4-Jan-98 DIE FLEDERMAUS Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1318 $34,349.00
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SSSS22JANE 22-Jan-98 SHAKESPEARE: LOVE & TRAGEDY Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1800 $36,629.75
SSSS24JANA 24-Jan-98 SHAKESPEARE FAMILY MATINEE Silva Sat 3:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 640 $4,530.00
SLGS29JANE 29-Jan-98 GREASE Silva Thr 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2314 $69,537.75
SLGS30JANE 30-Jan-98 GREASE Silva Fri 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2378 $74,750.00
TSJK30JANE 30-Jan-98 42ND STREET: Soreng Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 421 $6,386.25
TMRT31JANE 31-Jan-98 Concert III Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 332 $5,567.50
SOPR06FEBE 6-Feb-98 DON GIOVANNI Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Opera 1999 $53,786.00
TTRC07FEBE 7-Feb-98 SWING SHIFT Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 149 $2,477.00
SOPR08FEBA 8-Feb-98 DON GIOVANNI Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1637 $42,926.00
TDSS13FEBE 13-Feb-98 THE SHOE BIRD Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 245 $3,723.50
SH9714FEBE 14-Feb-98 BOYS CHOIR OF HARLEM Silva Sat 8pm Hult Center 2035 $43,941.50
TDSS15FEBA 15-Feb-98 THE SHOE BIRD Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 425 $5,587.50
SSSS19FEBE 19-Feb-98 IN THE GARDENS OF SPAIN Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1824 $37,113.75
SAGL20FEBE 20-Feb-98 *Gallagher's Brain On Tour* Silva Fri 8:00pm Sold Out Shows,Inc. 2150 $49,160.00
STPM21FEBE 21-Feb-98 Pat Metheny Silva Sat 8:00pm Cloud 9 presents 1359 $32,913.50
SH9722FEBA 22-Feb-98 ANDRE WATTS  "Piano Recital" Silva Sun 2:00pm Hult Center 718 $16,229.50
THKI22FEBA 22-Feb-98 WIZARD OF OZ Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 368 $2,689.00
SBEB28FEBE 28-Feb-98 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1401 $32,861.35
SBEB01MARA 1-Mar-98 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1177 $24,887.65
THKI01MARA 1-Mar-98 WIZARD OF OZ Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 439 $3,915.00
SUSM06MARE 6-Mar-98 Sarah McLachlan w/ Lisa Loeb Silva Fri 8:00pm MONQUI PRESENTS 2404 $78,848.00
SILB07MARE 7-Mar-98 Ladysmith Black Mambazo Silva Sat 8:00pm U of O Cultural Forum 1916 $35,832.00
TMRT07MARE 7-Mar-98 Concert IV Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 299 $4,937.50
THKI08MARA 8-Mar-98 WIZARD OF OZ Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 427 $3,713.00
TEEC14MARE 14-Mar-98 MASS IN TIMES OF WAR Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 309 $4,149.00
SAAM15MARE 15-Mar-98 Ain't Misbehavin' Silva Sun 7:00pm Artbeat 684 $16,274.50
THKI15MARA 15-Mar-98 WIZARD OF OZ Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 491 $4,343.00
SSSS19MARE 19-Mar-98 SYMPHONY FIRSTS Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1607 $32,796.50
SLCA27MARE 27-Mar-98 Carousel Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1310 $40,891.10
SOPR01APRE 1-Apr-98 PORGY AND BESS Silva Wed 7:30pm Eugene Opera 2145 $58,006.00
SOPR02APRE 2-Apr-98 PORGY AND BESS Silva Thr 7:30pm Eugene Opera 2249 $60,631.00
TMRT04APRE 4-Apr-98 Concert V Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 252 $4,425.75
SSSS09APRE 9-Apr-98 RAVEL & the CLASSICS Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1774 $34,978.25
SUJB10APRE 10-Apr-98 AN EVENING WITH AMY GRANT Silva Fri 8:00pm Double Tee Promotions 1727 $58,082.00
SLRI14APRE 14-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Tue 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2431 $110,194.25
SLRI15APRE 15-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Wed 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2426 $109,798.00
SLRI16APRE 16-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Thr 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2460 $109,886.25
SLRI17APRE 17-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Fri 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2451 $126,577.50
SLRI18APRA 18-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 2pm Broadway in Eugene 2458 $108,631.50
SLRI18APRE 18-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 8pm Broadway in Eugene 2466 $127,492.50
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SLRI19APRA 19-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 2pm Broadway in Eugene 2457 $125,175.75
SLRI19APRE 19-Apr-98 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 7pm Broadway in Eugene 2472 $110,531.75
SSSS24APRE 24-Apr-98 LATIN BEAT Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1228 $23,708.75
TEEC25APRE 25-Apr-98 AMERICAN SPIRIT Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 347 $4,610.00
TEEC25APRM 25-Apr-98 AMERICAN SPIRIT Soreng Sat 10:30am Eugene Concert Choir 64 $252.00
TSJK30APRE 30-Apr-98 DOIN' THE RACCOON: Soreng Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 435 $7,332.25
STST01MAYE 1-May-98 STATLER BROTHERS Silva Fri 7:30pm Jack Roberts Company 2317 $66,166.50
SH9702MAYE 2-May-98 VICTOR BORGE Silva Sat 8:00pm Hult Center 1824 $58,260.00
TMRT02MAYE 2-May-98 Concert VI Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 232 $4,250.00
TSDR07MAYE 7-May-98 Concert 1 Soreng Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 223 $3,541.50
SMGF08MAYE 8-May-98 Concert 2: Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 684 $13,734.50
SSSS14MAYE 14-May-98 ORGAN & ORCHESTRA Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1686 $33,871.75
SSSS16MAYA 16-May-98 ORGAN & ORCHESTRA MATINEE Silva Sat 3:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 364 $2,710.00
SBEB23MAYE 23-May-98 BOLERO & More! Silva Sat 8pm Eugene Ballet Company 1259 $29,962.30
SBEB24MAYA 24-May-98 BOLERO & More! Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 843 $18,411.15
THEO27MAYE 27-May-98 SORENG IN THE SPRING Soreng Wed 7:30pm Eugene Opera 315 $3,543.00
STCT10JUNE 10-Jun-98 CARROT TOP LIVE Silva Wed 8:00pm Magicworks Presents 696 $14,903.00
TDSS13JUNE 13-Jun-98 SWINE DIVE SERIES #7 Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 168 $2,451.50
SF9826JUNE 26-Jun-98 MASS IN B MINOR Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1937 $45,116.00
SF9827JUNE 27-Jun-98 QUARTETTO GELATO Silva Sat 7:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 966 $17,110.00
SF9828JUNA 28-Jun-98 GREAT OPERA ARIAS Silva Sun 3:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 765 $19,853.50
SF9801JULE 1-Jul-98 MOZART AND BEETHOVEN Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1905 $47,635.00
SG9804JULM 4-Jul-98 DR SEUSS'S GREEN EGGS & HAM Silva Sat 11:00am Oregon Bach Festival 1302 $5,208.00
SF9805JULA 5-Jul-98 BEETHOVEN AND PENDERECKI Silva Sun 3:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 897 $22,511.50
SF9807JULE 7-Jul-98 MENDELSSOHN SYMPHONIES Silva Tue 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 794 $12,955.00
SF9808JULE 8-Jul-98 THOMAS QUASTHOFF Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1100 $19,481.00
SF9811JULE 11-Jul-98 CREDO WORLD PREMIERE Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1784 $45,070.00
SM9820AUGE 20-Aug-98 The Seeds of Ragtime:1870-1898 Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 340 $5,209.75
TG9820AUGA 20-Aug-98 Before Ragtime Soreng Thr 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 64 $769.00
SM9821AUGE 21-Aug-98 Ragtime is King! 1898-1910 Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 550 $8,555.00
TG9821AUGA 21-Aug-98 Ragtime! Soreng Fri 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 165 $1,979.00
SM9822AUGE 22-Aug-98 Music for a Brave New World Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 487 $9,732.50
TG9822AUGA 22-Aug-98 Music from the Titanic Soreng Sat 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 80 $986.00
TG9825AUGA 25-Aug-98 Bolden & Biguines Soreng Tue 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 112 $1,333.00
TO9825AUGE 25-Aug-98 Martinique to New Orleans Soreng Tue 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 309 $4,743.25
SM9826AUGE 26-Aug-98 Satchmo & BIX: 1920-1930 Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 598 $9,301.00
TG9826AUGA 26-Aug-98 Louis Armstrong Soreng Wed 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 151 $1,839.50
SM9827AUGE 27-Aug-98 A Classic-Jazz Rhapsody Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 480 $9,898.00
TG9827AUGA 27-Aug-98 Jazz & The Classics Soreng Thr 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 74 $911.50
TG9828AUGA 28-Aug-98  Hot Dance Music of the 1920's Soreng Fri 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 159 $1,885.50
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SHBN13SEPE 13-Sep-98 Ballet National du Senegal Silva Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 1101 $22,290.50
SSSM24SEPE 24-Sep-98 SEASON OPENING Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1942 $41,455.50
SICC02OCTE 2-Oct-98 QUARTET SEMI-FINALS Silva Fri 6:00pm Cascade Chorus 77 $770.00
SICC03OCTE 3-Oct-98 SHOW OF CHAMPIONS Silva Sat 8:00pm Cascade Chorus 187 $2,618.00
SICC03OCTM 3-Oct-98 CHORUS CONTEST & QUARTET FINAL Silva Sat 10:00am Cascade Chorus 107 $1,284.00
TMRT03OCTE 3-Oct-98 Concert I Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 227 $4,801.30
THPL04OCTE 4-Oct-98 PATTY LARKIN Soreng Sun 7:30pm PCI presents 94 $1,598.00
SILY05OCTE 5-Oct-98 LYLE LOVETT Silva Mon 8:00pm Cloud 9 presents 1831 $48,521.50
SUMW07OCTE 7-Oct-98 Michael W. Smith Silva Wed 7:00pm Double Tee Promotions 687 $18,180.50
TDDT09OCTE 9-Oct-98 WILD AND WACKY OFFERING Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 122 $1,538.50
SIMM10OCTE 10-Oct-98 MARTINA McBRIDE Silva Sat 8:00pm Beaver Presents 1679 $36,938.00
TDDT10OCTE 10-Oct-98 WILD AND WACKY OFFERING Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 169 $2,179.00
STJG15OCTE 15-Oct-98 DR. JANE GOODALL Silva Thr 7:30pm Spacific Events 702 $18,583.50
TSJK15OCTE 15-Oct-98 FASCINATING RHYTHM Soreng Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 477 $7,741.25
SLTL16OCTE 16-Oct-98 THE KING AND I Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1853 $59,092.75
SLTL17OCTA 17-Oct-98 THE KING AND I Silva Sat 3:00pm Broadway in Eugene 972 $30,294.75
SLTL17OCTE 17-Oct-98 THE KING AND I Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1907 $61,094.25
SIAF19OCTE 19-Oct-98 ANI DIFRANCO Silva Mon 8:00pm U of O Cultural Forum 2341 $56,190.50
SSSM22OCTE 22-Oct-98 KNIGHTS & POETS Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1538 $33,015.75
SBBC31OCTE 31-Oct-98 DRACULA Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1636 $41,785.25
TMRT31OCTE 31-Oct-98 Concert II Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 281 $5,664.30
SBBC01NOVA 1-Nov-98 DRACULA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1458 $34,562.50
SLTL07NOVE 7-Nov-98 HAL HOLBROOK Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2008 $66,619.25
TGOD12NOVE 12-Nov-98 Oregon Dance Project Soreng Thr 7:30pm Oregon Dance Project 319 $3,828.00
SH9815NOVE 15-Nov-98 TRINITY IRISH DANCE COMPANY Silva Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 2372 $55,157.00
SSSM19NOVE 19-Nov-98 THE MAHLER CYCLE Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1645 $34,634.25
TEEC05DECE 5-Dec-98 HOLIDAY TIDINGS Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 394 $4,681.50
TEEC06DECA 6-Dec-98 HOLIDAY TIDINGS Soreng Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 343 $4,171.00
SUBS07DECE 7-Dec-98 Brian Setzer Orchestra Silva Mon 7:30pm MONQUI PRESENTS 1641 $41,434.50
SSSM11DECE 11-Dec-98 HOLIDAY POPS w/ Mason Williams Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2131 $46,636.25
SLTL12DECA 12-Dec-98 STOMP Silva Sat 4:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2313 $78,418.00
SLTL12DECE 12-Dec-98 STOMP Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2262 $75,544.75
SLTL13DECA 13-Dec-98 STOMP Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2433 $82,725.25
SBBC18DECE 18-Dec-98 NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1597 $49,236.30
SBBC19DECA 19-Dec-98 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1643 $49,222.05
SBBC19DECE 19-Dec-98 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1829 $55,226.00
SBBC20DECA 20-Dec-98 NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1969 $58,624.60
SBBC20DECE 20-Dec-98 NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 7:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1211 $20,339.00
SORA29DECE 29-Dec-98 MADAMA BUTTERFLY Silva Tue 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1027 $27,255.00
SORA31DECE 31-Dec-98 MADAMA BUTTERFLY Silva Thr 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1769 $60,527.00
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SORA03JANA 3-Jan-99 MADAMA BUTTERFLY Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1660 $45,434.00
SLTL08JANE 8-Jan-99 A FUNNY THING HAPPENED Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1449 $44,366.00
SLTL09JANE 9-Jan-99 A FUNNY THING HAPPENED Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1430 $45,968.75
TSCS14JANE 14-Jan-99 Concert II Soreng Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 202 $3,122.85
SMCS15JANE 15-Jan-99 Concert III Soreng Fri 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 279 $5,450.10
SSSM21JANE 21-Jan-99 TANGO LESSON Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2158 $47,342.50
SSSM24JANA 24-Jan-99 TANGO MATINEE Silva Sun 3:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1594 $14,162.50
TSJK28JANE 28-Jan-99 STARDUST MEMORIES Soreng Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 469 $7,639.00
SH9829JANE 29-Jan-99 Scholastic's MAGIC SCHOOL BUS Silva Fri 7:00pm Hult Center 2400 $27,206.50
TMRT30JANE 30-Jan-99 Concert III Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 320 $6,113.80
SORA05FEBE 5-Feb-99 OPERA UNDER THE STARS Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 920 $27,301.00
TTRC06FEBE 6-Feb-99 BOBBY SHEW Soreng Sat 7:30 PM Dummy producer 137 $2,289.00
SORA07FEBA 7-Feb-99 OPERA UNDER THE STARS Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 661 $17,737.00
SSSM11FEBE 11-Feb-99 THE FOUR TEMPERAMENTS Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1677 $36,069.00
SHBN12FEBE 12-Feb-99 LES BALLETS TROCADERO Silva Fri 8:00pm Hult Center 1318 $27,913.25
SBBC20FEBA 20-Feb-99 SLEEPING BEAUTY Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1052 $19,348.50
SBBC20FEBE 20-Feb-99 SLEEPING BEAUTY Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1413 $35,163.50
TMRT20FEBE 20-Feb-99 Concert IV Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 301 $5,964.05
SBBC21FEBA 21-Feb-99 SLEEPING BEAUTY Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1325 $30,911.50
SSSM27FEBA 27-Feb-99 RHYTHMS OF THE WORLD Silva Sat 3:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1123 $4,683.00
SLTL02MARE 2-Mar-99 THE FIDDLER ON THE ROOF Silva Tue 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2174 $68,970.50
SLTL03MARE 3-Mar-99 THE FIDDLER ON THE ROOF Silva Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2298 $73,573.25
SLTL04MARE 4-Mar-99 THE FIDDLER ON THE ROOF Silva Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2341 $77,539.75
TEEC06MARE 6-Mar-99 LATIN AMERICAN MOSAIC Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 424 $6,460.00
SSSM11MARE 11-Mar-99 MARIN REUNION Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2061 $45,760.75
SUNY12MARE 12-Mar-99 NEIL YOUNG Silva Fri 8:00PM House of Blues Concerts 2466 $160,087.00
TDDT13MARE 13-Mar-99 MAGIC AND MAKE BELIEVE Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 307 $3,795.00
TDDT14MARA 14-Mar-99 MAGIC AND MAKE BELIEVE Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 246 $3,460.50
SORA19MARE 19-Mar-99 BARBER OF SEVILLE Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1490 $43,500.75
SORA21MARA 21-Mar-99 BARBER OF SEVILLE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1175 $33,133.50
STMO24MARE 24-Mar-99 Motley Crue Silva Wed 8:00pm House of Blues Concerts 2064 $71,578.00
STST27MARE 27-Mar-99 GAELFORCE DANCE Silva Sat 8:00pm Jack Roberts Company 2127 $61,406.50
SUSL30MARE 30-Mar-99 SWAN LAKE ON ICE Silva Tue 8:00pm Cloud 9 presents 993 $29,870.00
SLTL31MARE 31-Mar-99 BEEHIVE Silva Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 661 $17,246.25
STJL02APRE 2-Apr-99 John Lee Hooker Silva Fri 8:00pm MONQUI PRESENTS 2373 $70,604.00
STGC03APRE 3-Apr-99 An Evening with GEORGE CARLIN Silva Sat 8:00pm Comedy Concepts 2215 $57,200.50
SLTL05APRE 5-Apr-99 CIRQUE INGENIEUX Silva Mon 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1568 $53,175.00
SSSM09APRE 9-Apr-99 LATIN POPS Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1397 $28,087.00
STBF10APRE 10-Apr-99 Bela Fleck/David Grisman Silva Sat 8:00pm Showman Inc 2407 $52,965.00
TMRT10APRE 10-Apr-99 Concert V Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 370 $7,095.30
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SBBC17APRE 17-Apr-99 SCHEHERAZADE Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1523 $37,758.75
SBBC18APRA 18-Apr-99 SCHEHERAZADE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1398 $31,957.75
SIED19APRE 19-Apr-99 Ellen DeGeneres Silva Mon 7:00pm Dummy producer 1147 $28,349.00
SSSM22APRE 22-Apr-99 A NIGHT IN BOHEMIA Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1778 $38,291.00
SH9824APRE 24-Apr-99 MANDY PATINKIN in Concert Silva Sat 8:00pm Hult Center 1291 $42,404.50
SSSM25APRA 25-Apr-99 TOTS TO TEN CONCERT Silva Sun 2:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 863 $5,155.00
SICF28APRE 28-Apr-99 OF TIME AND RIVERS FLOWING Silva Wed 7:00pm Oregon Children's Choir Assoc. 518 $7,548.00
TMRT01MAYE 1-May-99 Concert VI Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 322 $6,681.30
TSJK06MAYE 6-May-99 ROCKIN' IN RHYTHM Soreng Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 461 $7,506.25
SEEC08MAYE 8-May-99 BRAHMS REQUIEM Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Concert Choir 832 $13,990.50
TDDT14MAYE 14-May-99 SWINE DIVE #8 Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 140 $1,832.00
TDDT15MAYE 15-May-99 SWINE DIVE #8 Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 144 $1,999.00
SSSM20MAYE 20-May-99 LEGENDARY FILM SCORES Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2031 $44,405.50
STDR22MAYE 22-May-99 Drifters, Platters, Coasters Silva Sat 8:00pm National Artists Corp 1373 $35,074.00
SH9825MAYE 25-May-99 White Oak Dance Project Silva Tue 8:00pm Hult Center 1586 $84,739.00
SH9826MAYE 26-May-99 White Oak Dance Project Silva Wed 8:00pm Hult Center 1428 $74,366.00
SUEC27MAYE 27-May-99 ELVIS COSTELLO Silva Thr 8:00pm House of Blues Concerts 1353 $53,199.00
THAT27MAYE 27-May-99 SORENG IN THE SPRING Soreng Thr 7:30pm Eugene Opera 279 $2,680.00
SF9925JUNE 25-Jun-99 BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1986 $46,412.00
SF9926JUNE 26-Jun-99 TRIO VORONEZH Silva Sat 7:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1336 $23,865.00
SG9926JUNM 26-Jun-99 GREEN EGGS & HAM Silva Sat 11:00am Oregon Bach Festival 1079 $4,316.00
SF9927JUNA 27-Jun-99 AMERICAN LEGENDS Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 932 $24,995.00
SF9902JULE 2-Jul-99 RITUAL & REBELLION Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 783 $20,564.00
SF9903JULA 3-Jul-99 YOUTH CHORAL ACADEMY Silva Sat 5:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 677 $6,372.00
SF9907JULE 7-Jul-99 STABAT MATER Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1236 $33,772.00
SF9908JULE 8-Jul-99 DOUBLE HARPSICORD CONCERTOS Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1119 $19,966.00
SF9911JULA 11-Jul-99 RESURRECTION SYMPHONY Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1845 $51,175.00
SUON28JULE 28-Jul-99 Olivia Newton John Silva Wed 8:00pm House of Blues Concerts 1229 $55,121.00
SM9905AUGE 5-Aug-99 HOW SWEET THE SOUND Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 573 $10,653.25
TG9905AUGA 5-Aug-99 DEEP RIVER -- JIM CULLUM Soreng Thr 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 136 $1,638.50
TG9906AUGA 6-Aug-99 THE AGE OF SWING -- HYMAN Soreng Fri 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 170 $2,109.00
TSSS06AUGE 6-Aug-99 THE TROUBLES I SEEN Soreng Fri 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 412 $7,589.25
SM9907AUGE 7-Aug-99 THIS SACRED GROUND Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 343 $6,655.00
TSSS11AUGE 11-Aug-99 GEN WILLIAM BOOTH ENTERS INTO Soreng Wed 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 219 $4,067.50
SM9912AUGE 12-Aug-99 FROM GOSPEL TO SWING Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1161 $23,426.50
TG9912AUGA 12-Aug-99 FIELD HOLLERS, JOOK JOINTS Soreng Thr 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 169 $1,956.75
TG9913AUGA 13-Aug-99 BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA Soreng Fri 3:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 213 $2,624.75
SH9907SEPE 7-Sep-99 BOLSHOI BALLET COMPANY Silva Tue 8:00pm Hult Center 1562 $69,235.00
SH9908SEPE 8-Sep-99 BOLSHOI BALLET COMPANY Silva Wed 8:00pm Hult Center 1411 $60,507.00
SKJI12SEPE 12-Sep-99 JIM BRICKMAN Silva Sun 7:00pm Exceptional Artists 418 $11,640.00
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STDE14SEPE 14-Sep-99 An Evening with Deepak Chopra Silva Tue 7:30pm The Health & Well-Being Group 1055 $34,878.00
SLEA21SEPE 21-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Tue 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1916 $83,493.40
SLEA22SEPE 22-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2189 $98,431.40
SLEA23SEPE 23-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2269 $101,509.70
SLEA24SEPE 24-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2280 $121,183.50
SLEA25SEPA 25-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2276 $101,370.15
SLEA25SEPE 25-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2262 $120,273.00
SLEA26SEPA 26-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1950 $100,776.55
SLEA26SEPE 26-Sep-99 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2032 $89,185.85
SSSM30SEPE 30-Sep-99 ESO I Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2023 $45,708.25
THMW08OCTE 8-Oct-99 Men Of Worth Soreng Fri 7:30pm Heritage Promotions 221 $5,525.00
THMW09OCTE 9-Oct-99 Men Of Worth Soreng Sat 7:30pm Heritage Promotions 248 $6,200.00
SLEA14OCTE 14-Oct-99 TAP DOGS Silva Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1652 $58,751.95
STTW15OCTE 15-Oct-99 TOM WAITS Silva Fri 8:00pm Bill Graham Presents 2465 $125,740.00
SH9916OCTE 16-Oct-99 BEAKMAN'S WORLD LIVE! Silva Sat 7:00pm Hult Center 730 $9,107.50
TMRT16OCTE 16-Oct-99 OMP I - Floating Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 252 $5,190.50
SBLY23OCTE 23-Oct-99 THE Skinwalkers Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1191 $33,584.00
SBLY24OCTA 24-Oct-99 THE Skinwalkers Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 870 $21,811.00
SSSM28OCTE 28-Oct-99 ESO II Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1842 $39,753.50
SLEA29OCTE 29-Oct-99 SHOW BOAT Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1835 $62,325.20
TGOD29OCTE 29-Oct-99 OREGON DANCE PROJECT Soreng Fri 7:30pm Oregon Dance Project 323 $4,320.00
SLEA30OCTE 30-Oct-99 SHOW BOAT Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1831 $62,298.00
SLEA31OCTA 31-Oct-99 SHOW BOAT Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1764 $55,867.95
TDDT06NOVE 6-Nov-99 AUTUMN CELEBRATION Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 187 $2,428.00
TDDT07NOVA 7-Nov-99 AUTUMN CELEBRATION Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 127 $1,704.80
SH9913NOVE 13-Nov-99 CARLOTA SANTANA--FLAMENCO VIVO Silva Sat 8:00pm Hult Center 1439 $26,395.00
TMRT13NOVE 13-Nov-99 OMP II-Soaring Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 282 $5,655.75
STIN14NOVE 14-Nov-99 INDIGO GIRLS Silva Sun 8:00pm MONQUI PRESENTS 2092 $65,337.00
TWWR17NOVE 17-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 125 $1,438.50
SSSM18NOVE 18-Nov-99 ESO III Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1686 $37,310.25
TWWR18NOVE 18-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 172 $1,996.00
SLEA19NOVE 19-Nov-99 B B KING Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2400 $83,810.00
TWWR19NOVE 19-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 261 $4,637.18
STSF20NOVE 20-Nov-99 Simon Fraser Pipe Band Silva Sat 8:00pm Dummy producer 320 $5,217.50
TWWR20NOVE 20-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 241 $4,484.18
TWWR26NOVA 26-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Fri 3:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 109 $1,628.00
TWWR26NOVE 26-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 284 $5,137.86
TWWR27NOVA 27-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 99 $1,500.97
TWWR27NOVE 27-Nov-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 293 $5,400.01
TWWR01DECE 1-Dec-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 123 $1,857.00
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TWWR02DECE 2-Dec-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 99 $1,530.00
TWWR03DECE 3-Dec-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 284 $5,210.34
TWWR04DECA 4-Dec-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 105 $1,655.00
TWWR04DECE 4-Dec-99 ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 301 $5,629.50
SEEC05DECA 5-Dec-99 Handel's MESSIAH Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 1284 $22,066.00
SLEA06DECE 6-Dec-99 A KURT BESTOR CHRISTMAS Silva Mon 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 576 $9,387.00
SSSM10DECE 10-Dec-99 Holiday Pops Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2156 $48,595.25
SBLY17DECE 17-Dec-99 NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1468 $45,398.90
SBLY18DECA 18-Dec-99 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1730 $49,218.75
SBLY18DECE 18-Dec-99 NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1596 $50,665.75
SBLY19DECA 19-Dec-99 NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1956 $60,228.00
SBLY19DECE 19-Dec-99 NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 7:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1048 $19,697.25
SOER29DECE 29-Dec-99 AIDA Silva Wed 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1185 $35,188.00
SOER31DECE 31-Dec-99 AIDA Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1773 $75,159.50
SOER02JANA 2-Jan-00 AIDA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1974 $60,782.00
SMCS08JANE 8-Jan-00 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 399 $7,205.00
SSSM20JANE 20-Jan-00 ESO IV Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2153 $47,994.25
TTRC22JANE 22-Jan-00 SWING SHIFT/JEFF HAMILTON Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 91 $1,521.00
SSSM23JANA 23-Jan-00 FLAMENCO MATINEE Silva Sun 3:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1720 $22,937.50
SH9926JANE 26-Jan-00 ITZHAK PERLMAN Silva Wed 8:00pm Hult Center 2387 $95,906.25
SLEA28JANE 28-Jan-00 VICTOR/VICTORIA Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1312 $42,217.15
TTVU28JANE 28-Jan-00 Van Ummersen Dance Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dummy producer 464 $6,352.00
SLEA29JANA 29-Jan-00 VICTOR/VICTORIA Silva Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 839 $22,454.50
SLEA29JANE 29-Jan-00 VICTOR/VICTORIA Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1395 $44,405.50
TMRT29JANE 29-Jan-00 OMP III - Winter Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 263 $5,497.00
TWWR02FEBE 2-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 151 $1,598.00
TWWR03FEBE 3-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 207 $2,125.00
SOER04FEBE 4-Feb-00 Marriage of Figaro Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1673 $50,183.75
TWWR04FEBE 4-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 241 $4,259.68
TWWR05FEBA 5-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 102 $1,549.64
TWWR05FEBE 5-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 241 $4,236.09
SOER06FEBA 6-Feb-00 Marriage of Figaro Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1512 $42,334.50
TWWR09FEBE 9-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 34 $515.50
TWWR10FEBE 10-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 68 $1,005.00
SAGL11FEBE 11-Feb-00 GALLAGHER Silva Fri 8:00pm Sold Out Shows,Inc. 1636 $39,541.50
TWWR11FEBE 11-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 264 $4,663.36
SLEA12FEBA 12-Feb-00 STOMP Silva Sat 4:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1940 $68,720.00
SLEA12FEBE 12-Feb-00 STOMP Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2289 $82,064.80
TWWR12FEBA 12-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER-signed Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 168 $2,535.33
TWWR12FEBE 12-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 211 $3,828.35
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SLEA13FEBA 13-Feb-00 STOMP Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2219 $79,433.30
TWWR16FEBE 16-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 73 $969.00
SSSM17FEBE 17-Feb-00 ESO V Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2049 $45,424.25
TWWR17FEBE 17-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 186 $2,127.00
TWWR18FEBE 18-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 154 $2,329.00
SH9919FEBE 19-Feb-00 Parsons Dance Company Silva Sat 8:00pm Hult Center 1214 $22,162.00
TWWR19FEBA 19-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 181 $2,151.00
TWWR19FEBE 19-Feb-00 THE MIRACLE WORKER Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 153 $2,348.00
SBLY26FEBE 26-Feb-00 COPPELIA Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1008 $28,015.75
TMRT26FEBE 26-Feb-00 OMP IV - Awakening Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 270 $5,580.50
SBLY27FEBA 27-Feb-00 COPPELIA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1111 $27,036.50
SOER03MARE 3-Mar-00 Turandot Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1225 $37,436.00
TEEC04MARE 4-Mar-00 20TH Century America in Review Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 451 $6,117.00
SOER05MARA 5-Mar-00 Turandot Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1084 $30,512.00
SH9910MARE 10-Mar-00 CIRQUE ELOIZE Silva Fri 7:00pm Hult Center 1650 $26,742.50
TDDT11MARE 11-Mar-00 WINTER SEASON Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 177 $2,631.80
TDDT12MARA 12-Mar-00 WINTER SEASON Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 235 $3,382.40
SSSM16MARE 16-Mar-00 ESO VI Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1823 $39,512.50
SLEA18MARE 18-Mar-00 ANNIE Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2174 $72,033.50
SLEA19MARA 19-Mar-00 ANNIE Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2310 $73,857.00
SLEA19MARE 19-Mar-00 ANNIE Silva Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1919 $63,722.30
THDD25MARE 25-Mar-00 Damsels, Divas & Dames Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 214 $3,210.00
STDW26MARE 26-Mar-00 DON WILLIAMS Silva Sun 6:30pm Jack Roberts Company 508 $15,098.50
SBLY31MARE 31-Mar-00 Carmina Burana Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 956 $29,451.25
SBLY01APRE 1-Apr-00 Carmina Burana Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1305 $45,988.75
SBLY02APRA 2-Apr-00 Carmina Burana Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1072 $34,321.25
SLEA04APRE 4-Apr-00 RENT Silva Tue 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1467 $57,218.50
SLEA05APRE 5-Apr-00 RENT Silva Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1567 $62,096.50
SLEA06APRE 6-Apr-00 RENT Silva Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1846 $73,637.00
SLEA07APRE 7-Apr-00 RENT Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1669 $74,840.00
SLEA08APRA 8-Apr-00 RENT Silva Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1136 $44,156.50
SLEA08APRE 8-Apr-00 RENT Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1903 $85,460.00
TMRT08APRE 8-Apr-00 OMP V - Dreaming Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 240 $4,880.00
SLEA09APRA 9-Apr-00 RENT Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 895 $39,259.80
SLEA09APRE 9-Apr-00 RENT Silva Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1375 $53,087.90
TWWR12APRE 12-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 117 $1,431.00
SSSM13APRE 13-Apr-00 ESO VII Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1776 $39,941.75
TWWR13APRE 13-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 106 $1,288.00
TWWR14APRE 14-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 241 $4,211.14
TWWR15APRA 15-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 93 $1,415.04
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TWWR15APRE 15-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 179 $3,308.14
STCL16APRE 16-Apr-00 Chris LeDoux Silva Sun 6:30pm Jack Roberts Company 879 $23,747.50
SKSB20APRE 20-Apr-00 SINBAD LIVE! Silva Thr 7:00pm Pac Productions Inc 1084 $25,754.00
TWWR20APRE 20-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 109 $2,048.00
TWWR21APRE 21-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 269 $4,890.03
SKTC22APRE 22-Apr-00 Tracy Chapman Silva Sat 8:00 PM Double Tee Promotions 2372 $83,550.50
TWWR22APRA 22-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 76 $1,411.00
TWWR22APRE 22-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 305 $5,623.30
TWWR27APRE 27-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 227 $3,041.00
SSSM28APRE 28-Apr-00 April Pops Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1239 $25,616.75
TWWR28APRE 28-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 243 $4,605.75
TWWR29APRA 29-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 83 $1,277.00
TWWR29APRE 29-Apr-00 WOODY GUTHRIE'S AMERICA Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 363 $6,703.00
SSSM30APRA 30-Apr-00 TOTS TO TEN CONCERT Silva Sun 2:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 801 $4,654.00
TMRT06MAYE 6-May-00 OMP VI - Farewells Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 270 $5,236.25
SSSM11MAYE 11-May-00 ESO VIII Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1911 $41,841.25
TEEC13MAYE 13-May-00 AFRICAN SANCTUS Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 391 $5,537.00
SITE14MAYE 14-May-00 Third Eye Blind Silva Sun 8:00 PM Bill Graham Presents 1326 $35,802.00
TEEC14MAYA 14-May-00 AFRICAN SANCTUS Soreng Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 276 $3,863.50
TTSW18MAYE 18-May-00 SANDRA WILLIAMS AND FRIENDS Soreng Thr 7:30pm SANDRA WILLIAMS 375 $4,803.00
TTSW19MAYE 19-May-00 SANDRA WILLIAMS AND FRIENDS Soreng Fri 8:00pm SANDRA WILLIAMS 340 $4,368.00
STTH20MAYE 20-May-00 A Time for Healing Silva Sat 7:00pm Dummy producer 495 $5,635.00
THAT23MAYE 23-May-00 SORENG IN THE SPRING Soreng Tue 7:30 PM Eugene Opera 213 $2,008.00
TDDT02JUNE 2-Jun-00 SWINE DIVE #9 Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 219 $3,335.20
THAK07JUNE 7-Jun-00 THEURGIC SEED W/Abhiman kausha Soreng Wed 8:00pm Imaginify Productions 149 $2,026.00
SF0023JUNE 23-Jun-00 Beethoven #9 w/ Miguel Silva Fri 7:30 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1988 $49,044.50
SF0024JUNE 24-Jun-00 Intn'l Voices: Sweden & Israel Silva Sat 8:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 467 $8,509.50
SG0024JUNM 24-Jun-00 Hansel & Gretel Silva Sat 10:30am Oregon Bach Festival 756 $3,024.00
SF0025JUNA 25-Jun-00 American Songbook w/ T Quasthf Silva Sun 4:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1551 $41,875.50
SF0027JUNE 27-Jun-00 Intn'l Voices: Cuba & Uganda Silva Tue 8:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 750 $12,583.00
SF0028JUNE 28-Jun-00 Bach, Beethoven & Brahms w/JK Silva Wed 8:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1454 $37,912.00
SF0030JUNE 30-Jun-00 Entrevoces & Youth Choral Acad Silva Fri 8:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1082 $14,387.50
SF0002JULA 2-Jul-00 Bach St. Matthew Passion Silva Sun 4:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1569 $42,344.00
SG0004JULA 4-Jul-00 Green Eggs & Ham Silva Tue 1:30 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1171 $4,684.00
SF0006JULE 6-Jul-00 Mendelssohn Elijah Silva Thr 8:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1523 $40,031.00
SF0009JULA 9-Jul-00 Mass in B Minor Silva Sun 4:00 PM Oregon Bach Festival 1813 $48,789.00
SM0003AUGE 3-Aug-00 AMERICANS IN PARIS Silva Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 1306 $27,100.00
TTOF04AUGA 4-Aug-00 COLEMAN HAWKINS IN PARIS Soreng Fri 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 224 $2,861.25
SM0005AUGE 5-Aug-00 HOT PARIS NIGHTS Silva Sat 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 867 $20,253.25
TTOF05AUGA 5-Aug-00 SWEET 'N' LOWDOWN Soreng Sat 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 355 $4,608.50
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SM0011AUGE 11-Aug-00 LIAISONS DANGEREUSES Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 800 $18,986.25
TTOF11AUGA 11-Aug-00 MILLER'S GIs & DJANGO Soreng Fri 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 291 $3,682.25
TTOF12AUGA 12-Aug-00 TRAD JAZZ & THE NEW WAVE Soreng Sat 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 96 $1,269.25
STJB19AUGE 19-Aug-00 Jackson Browne Silva Sat 8:00pm Double Tee Promotions 2042 $62,164.00
SSSM28SEPE 28-Sep-00 ESO:OPENING NIGHT Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2006 $47,297.25
TDAN07OCTE 7-Oct-00 GREATEST HITS ON TOUR Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 192 $3,142.00
TDAN08OCTA 8-Oct-00 GREATEST HITS ON TOUR Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 88 $1,397.00
TTLA12OCTA 12-Oct-00 LASERSPECTACULAR Soreng Thr 7:30pm Paramount 415 $8,824.00
TTLA12OCTE 12-Oct-00 LASERSPECTACULAR Soreng Thr 10:30pm Paramount 371 $8,103.00
TMPL14OCTE 14-Oct-00 Concert I Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 246 $4,865.00
SSSM19OCTE 19-Oct-00 ESO:Piano Showpieces Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1837 $42,550.75
TH0020OCTE 20-Oct-00 PAT GRANEY DANCE COMPANY Soreng Fri 7:30pm Hult Center 158 $3,076.00
TH0021OCTE 21-Oct-00 PAT GRANEY DANCE COMPANY Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 211 $3,986.00
SH0022OCTE 22-Oct-00 AEROS Silva Sun 7:30pm Hult Center 1227 $26,618.00
SBBL28OCTE 28-Oct-00 SWAN LAKE Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1568 $49,822.58
SBBL29OCTA 29-Oct-00 SWAN LAKE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1431 $41,011.78
STSW04NOVE 4-Nov-00 SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK Silva Sat 8:00pm MAGPI 1095 $31,466.00
TMPL04NOVE 4-Nov-00 Concert II Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 243 $5,210.50
SIWP08NOVE 8-Nov-00 WIDESPREAD PANIC Silva Wed 7:00pm U of O Cultural Forum 2285 $56,462.00
TWWI08NOVE 8-Nov-00 ART Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 64 $948.00
TWWI09NOVE 9-Nov-00 ART Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 111 $1,578.50
SLOE10NOVE 10-Nov-00 Man of La Manacha Silva Fri 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1805 $61,083.05
TWWI10NOVE 10-Nov-00 ART Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 190 $3,858.00
SLOE11NOVA 11-Nov-00 Man of La Manacha Silva Sat 2:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 993 $33,070.85
SLOE11NOVE 11-Nov-00 Man of La Manacha Silva Sat 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1789 $60,964.50
TWWI11NOVE 11-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 157 $3,222.00
SSSM16NOVE 16-Nov-00 ESO:The Spirit of Time Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1855 $42,495.75
TWWI16NOVE 16-Nov-00 ART Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 118 $1,673.00
TWWI17NOVE 17-Nov-00 ART Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 256 $4,995.00
TWWI18NOVE 18-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 237 $4,771.00
TWWI19NOVA 19-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 106 $1,897.50
TWWI24NOVE 24-Nov-00 ART Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 185 $3,731.00
TWWI25NOVA 25-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sat 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 62 $927.00
TWWI25NOVE 25-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 169 $3,421.00
TWWI26NOVA 26-Nov-00 ART Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 187 $3,332.00
SH0030NOVE 30-Nov-00 FIESTA NAVIDAD Silva Thr 7:30pm Hult Center 1520 $25,855.50
SEEC02DECE 2-Dec-00 'TIS THE SEASON Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Concert Choir 1104 $26,785.50
SSSM08DECE 8-Dec-00 HOLIDAY POPS w/Mason Williams Silva Fri 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2163 $52,105.25
SBBL15DECE 15-Dec-00 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1609 $49,047.35
SBBL16DECA 16-Dec-00 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1373 $41,829.50
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SBBL16DECE 16-Dec-00 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1558 $51,961.65
SBBL17DECA 17-Dec-00 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1617 $51,284.40
SBBL17DECE 17-Dec-00 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 7:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 859 $14,445.00
SOOE31DECE 31-Dec-00 LA CENERENTOLA Silva Sun 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1433 $57,140.75
SOOE05JANE 5-Jan-01 LA CENERENTOLA Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1101 $28,223.00
SOOE07JANA 7-Jan-01 LA CENERENTOLA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1251 $31,191.25
SMCM13JANE 13-Jan-01 OFAM: Symphony Orch Concert Silva Sat 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 503 $10,894.00
TH0014JANA 14-Jan-01 GIZMO GUYS Soreng Sun 2:00pm Hult Center 382 $4,186.00
TH0014JANE 14-Jan-01 GIZMO GUYS Soreng Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 294 $3,044.00
SSSM18JANE 18-Jan-01 ESO:NIGHT OF THE MAYAS Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1960 $45,106.50
TTRC19JANE 19-Jan-01 Swing Shift Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dummy producer 265 $4,453.00
TWWI24JANE 24-Jan-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 147 $1,779.75
TWWI25JANE 25-Jan-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 167 $2,019.25
TWWI26JANE 26-Jan-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 236 $4,701.00
TWWI27JANE 27-Jan-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 209 $4,317.00
SH0029JANE 29-Jan-01 KODO Silva Mon 8:00pm Hult Center 1960 $44,282.50
TWWI01FEBE 1-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 102 $1,850.00
TWWI02FEBE 2-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 241 $4,854.00
TWWI03FEBE 3-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 257 $5,167.00
TWWI04FEBA 4-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 229 $3,835.00
TWWI08FEBE 8-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 83 $1,548.00
SOOE09FEBE 9-Feb-01 COSI FAN TUTTE Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1258 $36,654.50
TWWI09FEBE 9-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 160 $3,229.00
TWWI10FEBE 10-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 252 $4,964.50
SOOE11FEBA 11-Feb-01 COSI FAN TUTTE Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1198 $31,212.00
TWWI11FEBA 11-Feb-01 COMEDY OF ERRORS Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 256 $3,666.00
SSSM14FEBE 14-Feb-01 Valentine Special-Pink Martini Silva Wed 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2045 $58,118.50
SLOE16FEBE 16-Feb-01 Jekyll & Hyde Silva Fri 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1620 $55,334.85
SLOE17FEBA 17-Feb-01 Jekyll & Hyde Silva Sat 2:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1069 $37,143.05
SLOE17FEBE 17-Feb-01 Jekyll & Hyde Silva Sat 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1828 $62,604.00
TMPL17FEBE 17-Feb-01 Concert IV Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 308 $6,368.50
SIJW18FEBE 18-Feb-01 An Evening with JOHN WATERS Silva Sun 8:00pm U of O Cultural Forum 398 $6,240.00
SSSM22FEBE 22-Feb-01 ESO:VARIATIONS ON AMERICA Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1957 $46,373.75
SH0024FEBE 24-Feb-01 MARILYN HORNE POPS CONCERT Silva Sat 8:00pm Hult Center 568 $18,443.50
TDAN24FEBE 24-Feb-01 ARMCHAIR ADVENTURES Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 125 $1,648.00
TDAN25FEBA 25-Feb-01 ARMCHAIR ADVENTURES Soreng Sun 2:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 76 $1,168.00
SBBL03MARE 3-Mar-01 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1509 $46,968.56
TECC03MARE 3-Mar-01 20TH CENTURY AMERICA IN REVIEW Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 424 $5,957.00
SBBL04MARA 4-Mar-01 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1123 $33,412.29
TECC04MARA 4-Mar-01 20TH CENTURY AMERICA IN REVIEW Soreng Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 458 $6,294.00
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SOOE09MARE 9-Mar-01 THE MIKADO Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1576 $48,287.00
THDD10MARE 10-Mar-01 Damsels, Divas & Dames Soreng Sat 7:00pm Dummy producer 270 $4,050.00
SOOE11MARA 11-Mar-01 THE MIKADO Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1539 $42,306.50
SISC12MARE 12-Mar-01 String Cheese Incident Silva Mon 8:00pm Bill Graham Presents 1465 $35,003.50
SSSM15MARE 15-Mar-01 ESO:RACHMANINOFF THIRD Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2154 $50,458.50
THHS15MARE 15-Mar-01 JEFFERSON DANCERS Soreng Thr 7:30pm JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL 344 $4,001.00
SKSD31MARE 31-Mar-01 Spirit of the Dance Silva Sat 8:00pm Jam Theatricals 2346 $89,349.50
SH0005APRE 5-Apr-01 MARK MORRIS DANCE GROUP Silva Thr 8:00pm Hult Center 995 $16,922.00
TMPL07APRE 7-Apr-01 Concert V Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 368 $7,165.50
SSSM12APRE 12-Apr-01 ESO:FORMIDABLE VIOLIN Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1743 $40,341.68
SH0013APRE 13-Apr-01 DEE DEE BRIDGEWATER TRIO Silva Fri 8:00pm Hult Center 742 $16,247.00
SSSM14APRA 14-Apr-01 TOTS TO TEN CONCERT Silva Sat 2:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 443 $2,658.00
SBBL21APRE 21-Apr-01 2001: A DANCE ODYSSEY Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 979 $29,338.47
SBBL22APRA 22-Apr-01 2001: A DANCE ODYSSEY Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 577 $15,152.94
SSSM27APRE 27-Apr-01 Marin Special - Joan of Arc Silva Fri 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1836 $44,075.50
SLOE28APRA 28-Apr-01 Footloose Silva Sat 3:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1559 $52,213.00
SLOE28APRE 28-Apr-01 Footloose Silva Sat 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 2184 $72,047.70
SLOE29APRA 29-Apr-01 Footloose Silva Sun 2:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1635 $56,833.75
SLOE04MAYE 4-May-01 CHICAGO Silva Fri 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1835 $63,192.25
SLOE05MAYA 5-May-01 CHICAGO Silva Sat 2:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1279 $45,325.65
SLOE05MAYE 5-May-01 CHICAGO Silva Sat 8:00 PM Broadway in Eugene 1982 $68,470.50
TMPL05MAYE 5-May-01 Concert VI Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 296 $6,102.50
THLK10MAYE 10-May-01 Leo Kottke Soreng Thr 8:00pm UPWEST ARTS 478 $12,906.00
SIEN11MAYE 11-May-01 Bill Engvall Silva Fri 8:00pm Outback Concerts of Tennesee 1247 $31,175.00
TTWI11MAYE 11-May-01 Sandra Williams & Friends Soreng Fri 7:30PM SANDRA WILLIAMS 261 $3,450.00
SEEC12MAYE 12-May-01 HONOR AND GLORY Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Concert Choir 379 $5,672.50
TTWI12MAYA 12-May-01 Sandra Williams & Friends Soreng Sat 3:00PM SANDRA WILLIAMS 147 $1,912.00
SSSM17MAYE 17-May-01 ESO:THE TRIPLE & THE TITAN Silva Thr 8:00 PM Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1831 $42,991.00
STCK26MAYE 26-May-01 Tim Conway & Don Knotts Silva Sat 8:00pm House of Blues Concerts 1754 $86,453.00
TDAN08JUNE 8-Jun-01 SWINE DIVE #10 Soreng Fri 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 116 $1,824.00
TDAN09JUNE 9-Jun-01 SWINE DIVE #10 Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dance Theatre of Oregon 93 $1,479.00
SF0122JUNE 22-Jun-01 Verdi et al  Messa per Rossini Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1242 $28,962.00
SG0123JUNM 23-Jun-01 Two By Seuss Silva Sat 11:00am Oregon Bach Festival 1341 $4,767.00
SF0124JUNA 24-Jun-01 Four Seasons & Brandenburg Con Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1630 $44,943.00
SIPC25JUNE 25-Jun-01 PICCFEST 2001 GALA CONCERT Silva Mon 7:30pm OREGON FESTIVAL CHOIRS 349 $2,500.00
SF0127JUNE 27-Jun-01 Rossini, Mendelssohn & Mozart Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1217 $31,919.00
SF0130JUNE 30-Jun-01 Bobby McFerrin with YCA Silva Sat 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1946 $35,441.00
SF0101JULA 1-Jul-01 Faure Requiem and French Works Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 983 $26,476.00
SG0104JULA 4-Jul-01 Peter and the Wolf Silva Wed 2:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1482 $5,505.00
SF0105JULE 5-Jul-01 Brahms Requiem Silva Thr 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1722 $42,488.50
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SF0108JULA 8-Jul-01 Verdi Requiem Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1772 $48,831.00
SM0102AUGE 2-Aug-01 OFAM: ON THE TWENTIETH CENTURY Silva Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 784 $18,087.75
SM0103AUGE 3-Aug-01 OFAM: FROM THE NEW WORLD Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 417 $9,041.50
TTHR03AUGA 3-Aug-01 Heritage - No. 29 Soreng Fri 2:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 130 $1,822.00
TTHR04AUGA 4-Aug-01 Heritage - The Soul of Conga Soreng Sat 2:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 181 $2,515.00
STTO05AUGE 5-Aug-01 Tool/King Crimson Silva Sun 7:30pm House of Blues 2359 $115,555.50
TTHR08AUGE 8-Aug-01 Traditions - Freight Train Soreng Wed 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 425 $8,223.00
TTHR09AUGA 9-Aug-01 Heritage - Swing to Bop Soreng Thr 2:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 259 $3,570.50
SM0110AUGE 10-Aug-01 OFAM: PACIFIC 231 Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 365 $8,280.00
TTHR10AUGA 10-Aug-01 Heritage - Broke Down Engine Soreng Fri 2:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 153 $1,999.50
TTHR11AUGA 11-Aug-01 Heritage - Casey Jones Soreng Sat 2:00pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 216 $3,142.50
SLBW12SEPE 12-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Wed 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 2011 $76,485.38
SLBW13SEPE 13-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Thr 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 1575 $66,235.80
SLBW14SEPE 14-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Fri 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 1388 $68,907.19
SLBW15SEPA 15-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1232 $50,782.25
SLBW15SEPE 15-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Sat 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 1631 $82,611.79
SLBW16SEPA 16-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1054 $49,483.38
SLBW16SEPE 16-Sep-01 LES MISERABLES Silva Sun 7:30pm Broadway in Eugene 1202 $47,664.29
SSSP20SEPE 20-Sep-01 ESO:Opening Night Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1804 $43,952.50
STCN22SEPE 22-Sep-01 Crosby, Stills & Nash Silva Sat 8:00pm Bill Graham Presents 2295 $134,893.75
TTLA28SEPE 28-Sep-01 LASERSPECTACULAR Soreng Fri 7:30pm Paramount 218 $4,821.22
TTLA28SEPL 28-Sep-01 LASERSPECTACULAR Soreng Fri 10:30pm Paramount 126 $2,802.61
STGL04OCTE 4-Oct-01 Gordon Lightfoot Silva Thr 7:30pm Dummy producer 1260 $40,761.00
SLBW06OCTA 6-Oct-01 BUDDY Silva Sat 3:00pm Broadway in Eugene 637 $22,369.00
SLBW06OCTE 6-Oct-01 BUDDY Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1636 $56,255.50
TMPL06OCTE 6-Oct-01 OMP concert I Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 303 $5,754.50
SLBW07OCTA 7-Oct-01 BUDDY Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1093 $38,233.50
SSSP18OCTE 18-Oct-01 ESO:Van Cliburn Silver Medal Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1997 $48,163.50
SH0121OCTE 21-Oct-01 Los Folkloristas Silva Sun 7:00 PM Hult Center 568 $9,735.00
THRC21OCTA 21-Oct-01 Lion, Witch & Wardrobe Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 421 $3,715.00
SBBL27OCTE 27-Oct-01 Don Quixote Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 841 $27,755.00
THMW27OCTE 27-Oct-01 Men of Worth Soreng Sat 7:30pm Heritage Promotions 153 $2,295.00
SBBL28OCTA 28-Oct-01 Don Quixote Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 805 $23,471.95
THRC28OCTA 28-Oct-01 Lion, Witch & Wardrobe Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 441 $3,887.00
TWAS01NOVE 1-Nov-01 Ashland Salutes the Rep Soreng Thr 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 135 $9,500.00
SOPA02NOVE 2-Nov-01 TOSCA Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1199 $35,014.50
SOPA04NOVA 4-Nov-01 TOSCA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1106 $29,734.00
THRC04NOVA 4-Nov-01 Lion, Witch & Wardrobe Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 481 $4,189.00
SH0105NOVE 5-Nov-01 Gypsy Caravan 2 Silva Mon 7:30 PM Hult Center 1188 $23,154.00
SKRR10NOVE 10-Nov-01 Rock N' Roll Silva Sat 7:00pm Cape Entertainment 1257 $44,943.75
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TMPL10NOVE 10-Nov-01 OMP concert II Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 385 $7,988.00
TMPL11NOVA 11-Nov-01 OMP CONCERT II Soreng Sun 2:30pm Oregon Mozart Players 430 $8,389.50
SSSP15NOVE 15-Nov-01 ESO:Van Cliburn Silver Medal Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1774 $42,711.00
SLBW17NOVA 17-Nov-01 RAGTIME Silva Sat 3:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1272 $45,685.50
SLBW17NOVE 17-Nov-01 RAGTIME Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1818 $65,746.50
TDDT17NOVE 17-Nov-01 The Shoe Bird Soreng Sat 7:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 243 $3,717.00
SLBW18NOVA 18-Nov-01 RAGTIME Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1630 $57,619.00
TDDT18NOVA 18-Nov-01 The Shoe Bird Soreng Sun 2:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 293 $4,434.50
STJM23NOVE 23-Nov-01 Jim Brickman Silva Fri 8:00pm Exceptional Artists 828 $24,927.50
SSSP07DECE 7-Dec-01 ESO:Holiday Pops Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1510 $34,447.50
SLBW08DECA 8-Dec-01 CABARET Silva Sat 3:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1198 $45,486.50
SLBW08DECE 8-Dec-01 CABARET Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2066 $73,330.00
SLBW09DECA 9-Dec-01 CABARET Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1668 $61,532.50
TWRT14DECE 14-Dec-01 WRT: Love Letters Soreng Fri 8:00p Willamette Repertory Theater 188 $4,550.00
TWRT15DECE 15-Dec-01 WRT: Love Letters Soreng Sat 8:00p Willamette Repertory Theater 137 $3,242.50
SECC16DECA 16-Dec-01 ECC: Holiday Concert Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 958 $16,693.43
TWRT16DECA 16-Dec-01 WRT: Love Letters Soreng Sun 2:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 190 $3,842.50
SBBL21DECE 21-Dec-01 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1422 $51,696.00
SBBL22DECA 22-Dec-01 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1669 $56,188.00
SBBL22DECE 22-Dec-01 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1646 $59,425.25
SBBL23DECA 23-Dec-01 THE NUTCRACKER Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1984 $69,782.50
SBBL23DECE 23-Dec-01 THE NUTCRACKER- No Live Music Silva Sun 7:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 2107 $30,052.50
SOPA31DECE 31-Dec-01 LA TRAVIATA Silva Mon 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1488 $60,613.00
SOPA04JANE 4-Jan-02 LA TRAVIATA Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 1016 $28,465.50
SOPA06JANA 6-Jan-02 LA TRAVIATA Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 1163 $33,840.75
SMCM19JANE 19-Jan-02 OFAM: MUSIC & FILM Silva Sat 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 455 $9,953.75
SH0121JANE 21-Jan-02 Philadanco Silva Mon 8:00 PM Hult Center 766 $14,682.50
SSSP24JANE 24-Jan-02 ESO:Stravinsky Showcase Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1884 $44,362.38
TTSS25JANE 25-Jan-02 Swing Shift w/ Andy Martin Soreng Fri 7:30pm Swing Shift 107 $1,767.00
TDDT01FEBE 1-Feb-02 Fire & Ice Soreng Fri 7:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 389 $6,441.50
TDDT02FEBE 2-Feb-02 Fire & Ice Soreng Sat 7:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 427 $7,028.50
TMPL09FEBE 9-Feb-02 OMP concert IV Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 288 $6,079.00
SH0110FEBE 10-Feb-02 Turtle Island String Silva Sun 7:00 PM Hult Center 484 $9,758.50
SSSP14FEBE 14-Feb-02 ESO:Valentine Special Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 903 $22,576.00
SLBW15FEBE 15-Feb-02 MY FAIR LADY Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1943 $67,290.00
SLBW16FEBA 16-Feb-02 MY FAIR LADY Silva Sat 3:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1619 $57,796.50
SLBW16FEBE 16-Feb-02 MY FAIR LADY Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2110 $72,607.50
THRC16FEBA 16-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sat 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 221 $1,951.00
THRC17FEBA 17-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 184 $1,640.00
THRC22FEBE 22-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Fri 7:30pm Rose Children's Theater 244 $2,164.00
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SBBL23FEBE 23-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland/Silk & Ste Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1094 $32,464.00
THRC23FEBA 23-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sat 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 249 $2,221.00
SBBL24FEBA 24-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland/Silk & Ste Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 1260 $33,942.85
THRC24FEBA 24-Feb-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sun 2:30pm Rose Children's Theater 429 $3,835.00
SSSP28FEBE 28-Feb-02 ESO:Van Cliburn Gold Medal Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2170 $52,107.39
SSSP02MARE 2-Mar-02 ESO: Van Cliburn Gold (repeat) Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 927 $18,870.00
TECE02MARE 2-Mar-02 ECC: The Sixties Soreng Sat 7:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 425 $6,967.47
TECE03MARA 3-Mar-02 ECC: The Sixties Soreng Sun 2:30pm Eugene Concert Choir 318 $5,141.92
SOPA08MARE 8-Mar-02 SUSANNAH Silva Fri 7:30pm Eugene Opera 923 $27,004.50
THZA09MARE 9-Mar-02 ZAPP DANCE Soreng Sat 7:30pm Hult Center 438 $5,256.00
SOPA10MARA 10-Mar-02 SUSANNAH Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Opera 919 $24,950.00
THZA10MARA 10-Mar-02 ZAPP DANCE Soreng Sun 2:00pm Hult Center 291 $3,492.00
SSSP14MARE 14-Mar-02 ESO:Midsummer Night's Dream Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2105 $48,463.00
SSSP15MARE 15-Mar-02 ESO:Midsummer Night's Dream Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1198 $30,193.04
TGOD15MARE 15-Mar-02 Oregon Dance Project Soreng Fri 7:30pm Oregon Dance Project 172 $2,680.00
SH0117MARA 17-Mar-02 Lazer Vaudeville Silva Sun 2:30 PM Hult Center 736 $9,305.00
THHN17MARE 17-Mar-02 Cris Williamson & Holly Near Soreng Sun 7:00pm Hult Center 471 $11,775.00
SLBW19MARE 19-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Tue 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 1903 $74,820.25
SLBW20MARE 20-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2306 $101,060.75
SLBW21MARE 21-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2411 $105,941.00
SLBW22MARE 22-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2404 $119,920.00
SLBW23MARA 23-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2400 $104,814.00
SLBW23MARE 23-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2415 $120,362.50
SLBW24MARA 24-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2395 $117,990.00
SLBW24MARE 24-Mar-02 RIVERDANCE Silva Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2416 $106,435.25
SUHC26MARE 26-Mar-02 Harry Connick, Jr. Silva Tue 8:00pm House of Blues 2271 $90,094.50
SH0106APRA 6-Apr-02 SLEEPING BEAUTY Silva Sat 2:30 PM Hult Center 943 $8,598.00
TMPL06APRE 6-Apr-02 OMP concert V Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 397 $8,198.75
TMPL07APRA 7-Apr-02 OMP CONCERT IV Soreng Sun 2:30pm Oregon Mozart Players 424 $8,444.50
TWRT10APRE 10-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Wed 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 58 $764.00
SSSP11APRE 11-Apr-02 ESO:Symphonie Espagnole Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1643 $39,298.00
TWRT11APRE 11-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 91 $1,073.00
SUBC12APR6 12-Apr-02 Bill Cosby Silva Fri 6:00pm Dummy producer 2435 $112,319.00
SUBC12APR9 12-Apr-02 Bill Cosby Silva Fri 9:00pm Dummy producer 2454 $112,066.00
TWRT12APRE 12-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 195 $3,852.00
SKRR13APRE 13-Apr-02 Rock 'n' Roll Revival II Silva Sat 7:00pm Cape Entertainment 1148 $41,216.50
TWRT13APRE 13-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 196 $3,978.00
TWRT18APRE 18-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 134 $2,040.00
SGSW19APRE 19-Apr-02 Sweet A's  Quartet Comp Silva Fri 6:00pm Sweet Adelines International 60 $600.00
TWRT19APRE 19-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 240 $4,521.40
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SGSW20APRA 20-Apr-02 Sweet A's Chorus comp Silva Sat 12:00pm Sweet Adelines International 140 $1,400.00
SGSW20APRE 20-Apr-02 Sweet A's Show of Champions Silva Sat 7:30pm Sweet Adelines International 73 $730.00
TWRT20APRE 20-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 212 $4,340.00
SLBW21APRE 21-Apr-02 DAVID SEDARIS Silva Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 2027 $48,480.00
TWRT21APRA 21-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 126 $2,263.00
TWRT25APRE 25-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Thr 7:30pm Willamette Repertory Theater 127 $1,947.50
TWRT26APRE 26-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Fri 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 132 $2,616.00
SECC27APRE 27-Apr-02 ECC: The Berlioz Requiem Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Concert Choir 1128 $19,585.85
TWRT27APRE 27-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Sat 8:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 192 $3,906.00
TWRT28APRA 28-Apr-02 WRT: STEEL MAGNOLIAS Soreng Sun 2:00pm Willamette Repertory Theater 119 $2,106.00
THVA30APRE 30-Apr-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Tue 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 328 $9,615.50
THVA01MAYE 1-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Wed 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 496 $16,797.50
THVA02MAYE 2-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Thr 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 492 $19,638.75
THVA03MAYE 3-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Fri 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 497 $19,835.00
SBBL04MAYE 4-May-02 Rite of Spring Silva Sat 8:00pm Eugene Ballet Company 1051 $35,148.10
THVA04MAYA 4-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Sat 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 340 $11,900.00
THVA04MAYE 4-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Sat 8:00pm Broadway in Eugene 499 $19,930.00
SBBL05MAYA 5-May-02 Rite of Spring Silva Sun 2:30pm Eugene Ballet Company 702 $20,773.00
THVA05MAYA 5-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Sun 2:00pm Broadway in Eugene 493 $17,173.75
THVA05MAYE 5-May-02 Vagina Monologues Soreng Sun 7:00pm Broadway in Eugene 502 $17,563.50
SH0106MAYA 6-May-02 Sacagawea Silva Mon 12:30pm Hult Center 2259 $6,014.00
SH0106MAYE 6-May-02 Stuart Little Silva Mon 7:00 PM Hult Center 525 $4,730.00
THRC08MAYE 8-May-02 The Legend of Johnny Appleseed Soreng Wed 7:00pm Rose Children's Theater 91 $619.00
THRC09MAYE 9-May-02 The Legend of Johnny Appleseed Soreng Thr 7:00pm Rose Children's Theater 170 $1,372.00
TMPL11MAYE 11-May-02 OMP concert VI Soreng Sat 8:00pm Oregon Mozart Players 320 $6,473.25
SSSP16MAYE 16-May-02 ESO:Symphony of a Thousand Silva Thr 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 2148 $51,338.50
SSSP17MAYE 17-May-02 ESO:Symphony of a Thousand Silva Fri 8:00pm Eugene Symphony Orchestra 1517 $34,187.00
TDDT17MAYE 17-May-02 Mystery in the Making Soreng Fri 7:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 163 $2,697.50
SUSB18MAYE 18-May-02 Statler Brothers Silva Sat 7:30pm Zarr Entertainment 2379 $94,058.00
TDDT18MAYE 18-May-02 Mystery in the Making Soreng Sat 7:30 PM Dance Theatre of Oregon 169 $2,797.50
THCB19MAYE 19-May-02 Charlie Brown Soreng Sun 7:30pm Dummy producer 402 $4,754.00
SIPF28MAYE 28-May-02 Phil Lesh Silva Tue 6:30pm Double Tee Promotions 375 $15,010.00
THSR01JUNE 1-Jun-02 Soromundi Lesbian Chorus Soreng Sat 7:30pm Dummy producer 325 $4,875.00
SGOC02JUNA 2-Jun-02 Oregon Children's Choir Silva Sun 3:00pm Oregon Children's Choir Assoc. 235 $2,993.00
THWA09JUNA 9-Jun-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sun 1:00pm Eugene School of Ballet 480 $4,136.00
THWA09JUNE 9-Jun-02 Alice in Wonderland Soreng Sun 5:00pm Eugene School of Ballet 477 $4,091.00
SF0228JUNE 28-Jun-02 Bach Mass In B Minor Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1798 $53,599.50
SG0229JUNM 29-Jun-02 Alice in Wonderland Silva Sat 10:00am Oregon Bach Festival 327 $1,635.00
SF0230JUNA 30-Jun-02 Orchestra Concertos Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1032 $31,860.00
SF0202JULE 2-Jul-02 BACH & MOZART ARIAS Silva Tue 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1375 $43,958.00
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SF0205JULE 5-Jul-02 Water Passion After St. Matt Silva Fri 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1453 $55,131.50
SF0207JULA 7-Jul-02 Crouching Tiger Concerto Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1273 $46,771.50
TH0208JULA 8-Jul-02 Christmas Oratorio 5 Soreng Mon 5:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 361 $4,809.00
SF0209JULE 9-Jul-02 Youth Choral Academy Silva Tue 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 805 $12,763.00
TH0209JULA 9-Jul-02 Levin: Mendelssohn Soreng Tue 5:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 285 $3,828.00
SF0210JULE 10-Jul-02 Mendelssohn Symphony No. 1 Silva Wed 8:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1127 $34,458.50
TH0211JULA 11-Jul-02 Christmas Oratorio 6 Soreng Thr 5:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 392 $5,205.00
TH0212JULA 12-Jul-02 Levin: Music & Survival Soreng Fri 5:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 245 $3,246.00
SG0213JULM 13-Jul-02 Kids on Broadway Silva Sat 10:00am Oregon Bach Festival 284 $1,420.00
SF0214JULA 14-Jul-02 Penderecki Credo Silva Sun 4:00pm Oregon Bach Festival 1126 $39,538.50
SM0201AUGE 1-Aug-02 S'WONDERFUL Silva Thr 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 422 $12,602.00
SM0203AUGE 3-Aug-02 CRAZY FOR YOU Silva Sat 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 487 $14,491.75
SM0204AUGA 4-Aug-02 CRAZY FOR YOU Silva Sun 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 414 $12,441.75
TTHH06AUGA 6-Aug-02 LADY BE GOOD Soreng Tue 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 241 $5,330.50
TTHH06AUGE 6-Aug-02 LADY BE GOOD Soreng Tue 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 200 $4,968.50
SM0207AUGE 7-Aug-02 CRAZY FOR YOU Silva Wed 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 554 $15,607.50
TTHH07AUGA 7-Aug-02 LADY BE GOOD Soreng Wed 2:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 264 $5,824.00
SM0209AUGE 9-Aug-02 AN AMERICAN IN PARIS Silva Fri 7:30pm Oregon Festival of Am. Music 341 $9,626.00
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